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ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA 
For two centuries.. . 
the reference standard 
of the world. 
And here's why ! 
No one knows better than you that the "Keepers of 
Knowledge" have a great responsibility. It falls to the 
Librarian to maintain the knowledge of the past with 
the current, so that the builders of the future can 
proceed with perspective. 
The people who put the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
together feel the same way. After all, if most of the 
world had come to count on you as the best single 
source of complete, accurate, up-to-date information 
on everything, you'd want to be sure you knew what 
you were talking about. 
Our system for making sure is called "accelerated 
cantinuous revision." We use it because it's the best 
way ever invented to keep an encyclopedia up to date. 
(Even though no other publisher can afford the 
tremendous editorial resources it demands.) 
New learning comes to light every hour of the day, 
and under accelerated continuous revision, editorial 
changes are proceeding every hour of the day. In the 
last five years alone, the Encyclopaedia Britannica has 
revised more material than any other English language 
encyclopedia contains in the first place. 
It might be easier for us to take short cuts, or write 
down to people, or edit out information, or choose 
contributors of lesser stature, or relax some of our 
editorial requirements, or censor a topic not too 
many readers might be interested in. But we'll leave 
that to our imitators. 
Your set is a great source of knowledge, but is it 
complete and up-to-date? If not, order your new 1973 
edition now! 
save space save money 
Now your library can replace its backfile 
of printed American Institute of Physics 
journals with the microfilm editions- 
more than 1,250,000 pages-and save over 
$4,000. 
Stop by Booth #I09 at the SLA meeting In 
Pittsburgh and find out about the special 
discounts available on the m~crofilm 
edition of the AIP backfile. We'll also 
show you how your library can supply on 
demand legally made copies of any AIP 
published article. 
Added Attraction: The AIP subscription 
fulfillment manager will be at our booth 
and he has agreed to talk with all interested 
parties, so bring any complaints or 
compliments to Booth #109. 
If you,positively can't stop at our booth, 
we'll send you information on any AIP 
publication if you write to: 
Marketing Manager 
American Institute of Physics 
335 East 45th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
A NEW INDISPENSABLE 
REFERENCE WORK I N  INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
COIIIPREHEISIVE 
I ~ O R G ~ I C  $36.00 
CHElIllSTRV 
Over 6000 pages in 5 volumes Jtr, 
The most modern and authoritative standard work and literature guide 
to Inorganic Chemistry 
Compiled under the editorial control of JC Bailar Jr HJ ErnelGus FRS 
t Sir Ronald Nyholrn FRS AF Trotrnan-Dickenson 
Written by 71 of the world's most eminent research workers, industrial 
practitioners and teachers in chemistry 
Easy retrieval - each volume has an individual sub'ect index and the fifth 
volume contains a master index to the entire wor I, . 
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WHY 
LIBRARY 
BINDING? 
Library Binding is a special kind of 
binding developed primarily for 
libraries, and includes the initial 
hardcover binding of periodicals. 
the rebinding of used books and 
the pre-binding of new books - 
all in accordance with the LBI 
Standard. 
By specifying low cost library bind- 
ing for all your binding require- 
ments, you can save thousands of 
dollars in your budget (amount de- 
pendent upon size of original 
budget) because each volume will 
withstand 100 or more circulations. 
over four times the number pro- 
vided by a publisher's library edi- 
tion. This new-found money can 
then be used to purchase new 
titles, thereby increasing the size of 
your collection without substan- 
tially increasing the budget. 
Write today for our 
froo brochures and 
tho name of your 
nearost Certified 
U b n q  Binder. 
~i6rar-indmg7nstituts 
50 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 021 09 
ONCE A YEAR ... 
YEARBOOK OF THE UNITED 
NATIONS 1970 
This is Volume 24 of what Secretary- 
General Kurt Waldheim calls "the 
only single-volume series in which 
there is to be found an annual, fully 
indexed, comprehensive, succinct 
account-easy to consult because it 
is organized by subject-of the very 
many discussions, decisions and ac- 
tivities of the United Nations and the 
inter-aovernmental oraanizations re- 
lated to it". 
- 
Clothbound $30.00 
ELEVEN TIMES A YEAR ... 
UN MONTHLY CHRONICLE 
Every issue of the CHRONICLE con- 
tains a complete record of the month, 
describing the proceedings, deci- 
sions and resolutions of the main 
organs and committees in the politi- 
cal, economic and social, legal and 
administrative fields. There are ar- 
ticles by distinguished contributors 
on various aspects of the work of the 
United Nations in all parts of the 
world. The notes of the month include 
announcements of international 
meetings, book reviews and selected 
documentation. 
Annual Subscriptions $9.50 
'ED NATIONS PUBLICATIONS 
Room LX-2300. NewYork, N.Y.10017 or Palais des Nations, 121 1 Geneval0,Switzerland 
Comprehensive 
Medical Coverage 
from the British 
Medical Journal 
Achieved through the 17 world-famous 
specialist journals published by the B.M.J., 
each focusing on a maior field of medicine. 
Presenting material of lasting value to specialists in fields ranging from cardiology 
to psychiatry, the B.M.J. publications include: 
JOURNAL OF NEUROLOGY, NEUROSURGERY AND PSYCHIATRY publishes 
original articles on all aspects of its subject matter by investigators and specialists through- 
out the world. The highest standards are maintained, both in the choice of material 
selected for publication and in the reproduction of illustrations. Annual Subscription. 
(six issues a year), $21.00 ARCHIVES OF DISEASE IN CHILDHOOD is devoted 
to all aspects of child health and disease, with emphasis on clinical paediatrics. Original 
articles by paediatricians and other specialists throughout the world. Monthly. Annual 
Subscription, $31.25. ANNALS OF THE RHEUMATIC DISEASES publishes original 
articles by authorities in the U.K., U.S.A. and elsewhere on every manifestation of the 
rheumatic diseases. Annual Subscription (six issues a year), $21.00. MEDICAL AND 
BIOLOGICAL ILLUSTRATION covers the use of all audio-visual media used for the 
practice, research, and teaching of medicine and other life sciences. Published quarterly. 
Annual Subscription, $13.25. 
The B.M.J. publishes also the following journals: 
Psychological Medicine British Heart Journal Gut British Journal of Medical Education 
Thorax British Journal of Venereal Diseases Cardiovascular Research British Journal 
of Ophthalmology Ophthalmic Literature Journal of Medical Genetics British Journal of 
Preventive & Social Medicine Journal of Clinical Pathology British Journal of Industrial 
Medicine. 
All subscriptions to the United States can be ordered from the BRITISH MEDICAL 
JOURNAL, 1172 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02134. Subscriptions for all 
other countries should be ordered from the Subscription Manager, BRITISH MEDICAL 
JOURNAL, B.M.A. House, Tavistock Square, London, WCIH 9JR, England, or through 
any leading subscription agent or bookseller. 
Reuiewers Agree.. . 
edition 
just 
published! 
THE NATIONAL 
FACULTY 
DIRECTORY 
1978 
Third ~dlton; 
Two Volumes. 
VI  + 2229 pages. 
Introduction; 
List of Abbreviations. 
National 
Faculty 
Directory is 
unique, inualuable, 
SCIENCE BOOKS: A QUARTERLY REVIEW L.C. 876-114404. $68.50. r LL locate In ~ractic this r single source it is now possible to :ally every person in the United 
States who occupies a full-time or part-time Reviewers have agreed that past editions of the National faculty position in any of more than 2,500 col- Faculty Directory were extremely helpful in meeting the need leges and universities, disciplines, sub- for a reliable reference book for identifying and locating disciplines, and interdisciplinary programs are faculty personnel at institutions of higher education. represented. . . . This should prove to be a widely Now, National Faculty Directory-1973-the new, Third used reference in colleges, universities, public Edition -provides even greater coverage-a total of 413.588 libraries, educational and professional organi- 
members of teaching faculties and major administrators at zations, etc. Highly recommended. gg United States and selected Canadian institutions. This is an 
increase of 35,000 over the previous edition, and a 30% 
increase over the first edition. As before, each of the 
alphabetically arranged entries gives name, institution name. 
department, and full mailing address. 
The new edition has been prepared from the most recent 
catalogs and faculty lists available when the highspeed 
photocomposition equipment utilized for this directory 
withdrew the needed information from the enormous data 
bank upon which the publication is based. Besides the 
35.000 new entries which have been added, over 100,000 
entries in the previous edition have been corrected. 
You can review the newedition yourself, without obliga- 
tion. Request an on-approval copy today! 
AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL 
66 The editorial staff of Gale Research Com- 
pany has made a noticeable effort to update 
most of the listings. . . . The currency of in- 
formation in the present edition is consider- 
ably better than are most mailing lists dis- 
tributed by some publishers and special mail- 
ing houses. gg Bohdan S Wynar 
JOURNAL OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
6f I t  is a useful reference tool, particularly 
in this age of the mobile faculty member. . . . The 
directory remains, of course, the only one of its 
kind and therefore invaluable as a standard 
reference. 9 3 Mary A Sucher 
CHOICE 
66 Clearly, this compilation is one of the most 
important reference works now available to the 
higher education academic community. Ini- 
tially published in 1970 (some 320,000 entries), 
this is more than an updated edition: it repre- 
sents a refinement of data gathering procedures 
(with substantial expansion of coverage), and 
the resolution of most of the problems inevitable 
in a work of so large a scope. . . . I t  is unique and 
an invaluable resource to a multiplicity of users. 
. . . The bibliographical nightmare which is 
American college/university catalog publica- 
tion would deter the most stalwart of investi- (;ALE RESEARCH COMPANY gators; yet, the NFD bas put it all together. 
- - 
. . . An essential acquisition for all academic 
BOOK TOWER DETROIT, MICH. 48226 libraries. 39 
the most widelv used 
scientific information sysfem in the world 
Try any edition free 
for 4 weeks. 
Nearly 200,000 professionals of all types use the Current Contentsa system every 
week to locate and obtain new journal articles relevant to their work. And they've 
got good reasons. 
Current Contents is the most comprehensive, least complicated way to make sure 
you learn of new developments in your field while they're still new. Just an hour a 
week spent scanning any edition of Current Contents lets you sort through everything 
that's published in a thousand or more journals. With CCa it's easy to pick out just 
those articles you want to read. Without handling the journals. Without increasing 
your journal subscription expenses. 
Find out why so many people like you use Current Contents. Get more information 
and a free 4-week subscription by completing the coupon. 01913 Is) 
1 Please start my free 4-week subscription to the Current Contents@ edition checked below: I - 
Life Sciences Name fl Physical 81 Chemical Tlt le I I Sciences I 
I I Agriculture, Biology & Organlzatlon 
Environmental Sciences Address 
I Behavioral. Social & 
I 
I I 
~ducational Sciences c ~ t y  State/Prov~nce I 0 Engineering & Technology I Clinical Practice ZIP Country I I 
I B U a l n s t i t u t e  for Scientific information 26351 I 1 325 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.. U.S.A. 19106 Tel.: (215) 923-3300, Cable: SCINFO, TELEX: 84-5305 
LETTERS 
Who Wants to Know? 
I wish to acknowledge my support for the 
matter of "Right to Know" brought to my 
attention in the Mar 1973 issue of the SLA 
Business and Finance Division Newsletter, 
p.2, dealing with the "Discontinuance of 
Monthly Press Briefings by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics," as mentioned on p.3 of 
the same Newsletter. A1 Maupin and Judy 
Fields, editors of the Newsletter, deserve the 
backing of all librarians in this important 
social matter. 
I t  may be of interest to you to know that 
at least one of the documents of Vatican 11, 
of the official texts promulgated by the Ecu- 
menical Council of the Roman Catholic 
Church / Documents of Vatican 11, Walter 
Abbott, ed., New York, Guild Press, 1966, 
pp.321-322, the decree on the "Instruments 
of Social Communication" teaches that "there 
exists within human society a right to in- 
formation about affairs which affect men in- 
dividually or collectively, and according to 
the circumstances of each." 
The same decree also went on to teach 
that: "(B)ecause of the advances of contem- 
porary society and the closer bonds linking 
its members together, the information proc- 
ess has clearly grown very useful and gen- 
erally necessary. For an open and timely 
revelation of events and affairs provides in- 
dividuals with a grasp of them which is sus- 
tained and considerably detailed. As a re- 
sult, men can actively contribute to the com- 
mon good and all can more easily foster the 
development of the whole civic community." 
I think the quotations above, and the or- 
ganization that stands behind them, surely 
speak for an openness and freedom of infor- 
mation many people do not seem to asso- 
ciate with the Catholic Church. Personally, 
I am for these statements, and for the ad- 
vocacy expressed by Maupin and Fields in 
the Business & Finance Division Newsletter. 
Albert C. Vara 
Temple University 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19122 
Copying 
Permit me to applaud your proposed state- 
ment on the Copyright Revision Bill as pub- 
lished in Special Libraries for Mar 1973 on 
p.158. It seems to me that something gen- 
erally similar to the ASCAP contracts could 
indeed be set up, equitable to both groups 
concerned with copying, i.e., to the authors 
and publishers on the one hand, and to the 
libraries where copies may be made on the 
other. 
This point of copying of copyrighted ma- 
terial is a serious problem deserving of the 
best attention and efforts on the part of SLA. 
Eleanora Henerey 
Monsanto Company 
S t .  Louis, Mo. 63166 
Subscriptions by X 
Vis a Vis: "The Librarian and the Sub- 
scription Agent," Special Libraries (Jul 
1972), the third alternative: Direct Order. 
According to, then company policy, Ray- 
theon Librarians were required to place 
their subscriptions with X Co. In 1969 with 
the emergence of my new library, I sent X 
Co. my order based on known needs of basic 
serials my company would require. As the li- 
brary developed, more titles were placed 
with the agency. 
Then followed the most incredible strug- 
gle of bill upon bill, the total making no 
sense either to me or our accounting depart- 
ment which was prepared to pay "one major 
annual bill." Our combined skills were in- 
capable of fathoming the billing of X 
Agency. 
T o  avoid further hastle, as subsequent 
serial titles were requested, the library mailed 
direct to the publisher. Within a maximum 
of four weeks, including overseas orders, the 
first number arrived. 
It soon became an easy matter to enter on 
a 3 x 5 card the journal title, address, price, 
date ordered and requestor, with additional 
notes as to special editions in a file box, and 
send a petty cash check. The periodicals, as 
they arrive, are entered in a ~ a r d e x ,  which 
reminds the librarian as to whether the 
journal is to be circulated, kept in the li- 
brary or sent direct to the requestor. 
True, it is more work to renew, on the 
average, four to five journals daily, with the 
attendant clerical work attached, but ad- 
vantages gained make the effort worthwhile. 
- - 
We are automatically alerted to a subscrip- 
tion that is about to elapse, thus avoiding 
any holes in the run; clear, individual rec- 
ords are a plus; claims for missing numbers 
are treated rapidly; and direct ordering 
avoids the all-too-frequent errors of the mid- 
dle man. 
Jean C. Dieter 
Raytheon Service Company 
Burlington, Mass. 01803 
NEW UP-TO-RATE BOOKS FROM NOYES RATA 
Noyes Data has developed specific publishing techniques that allow the 
publication o f  technical and business books i n  hard cover within a matter 
of months after acceptance of manuscript. Due t o  rapid changes i n  
technology and business conditions, the publication of these latest 
developments i n  a durable binding is important t o  you. 
We have by-passed the delays inherent i n  the conventional book 
publishing cycle and provide you wi th an effective and convenient means 
of  reviewing up toda te  basic information in depth. 
Hardcover Books Published Late Spring 1973 
DESICCANTS A N D  HUMECTANTS b y  R.W. James: Discusses the chemicals (and their applica- 
tions) that are used commercially t o  reduce or increase the moisture content of  gases, liquids, 
and solids. ISBN: 0-81554483-7; 313 pp.; $36 
DRY CELL BATTERIES - CHEMISTRY A N D  DESIGN by  L.F. Martin: Discusses recent technol- 
ogy of dry cell batteries primarily oriented toward producing lighter weight and leakproof 
power sources. ISBN: 0-81554482-9; 320 pp.; illus.; $36 
DRYCLEANING A N D  DEGREASING - CHEMICALS A N D  PROCESSES b y  K. Johnson: Discusses 
latest chemical developments for  cleaning and degreasing, w i th  particular emphasis on l e a  
toxic, more fire-resistant solvents; as well as detergents. ISBN : 0-81 55-0484-5; 31  2 pp.; $36 
EUROPEAN MUTUAL  FUNDS: Describes over 400 mutual funds and their management com- 
panies i n  Europe i n  considerable detail. Also discusses laws, regulations and related topics. 
ISBN : 0 8 1  55-0481-0; 448 pp.; $36 
FATTY ACIDS - SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATIONS b y  N. Bednarcyk and W. Erickson: Describes 
practical syntheses and applications of  those fatty acids used i n  the plastics, rubber, and re- 
lated industries. ISBN: 0-8155-0485-3; 353 pp.; $36 
LIQUEFIED NATURAL  GAS TECHNOLOGY by  J. McDermott: Describes i n  considerable detail 
the technology of  LNG including liquefaction, storage, handling, marine transportation, and 
regasification. ISBN: 0-8155-0486-1; 342 pp.; illus.; $36 
POLLUTION CONTROL A N D  CHEMICAL RECOVERY I N  THE PULP A N D  PAPER INDUSTRY 
b y  H.R. Jones: Discusses specific measures that can be undertaken b y  the pulp and paper 
industry t o  l imi t  pollution by  their effluents. ISBN: 0-8155-0479-9; 337 pp.; illus.; $36 
PROTEINS FROM HYDROCARBONS by  S. Gutcho: Describes specific techniques t o  produce 
proteins f rom petroleum feedstocks; an important consideration for feeding expanding 
populations. ISBN : 0-81 554480-2; 221 pp.; $24 
WASTEWATER CLEANUP EQUIPMENT (2nd edition): Describes and illustrates numerous pieces 
of  equipment and apparatus, commercially produced today, t o  help solve wastewater disposal 
problems. ISBN: 0-8155-0487-X; 372 pp.; illus.; $36 
ndc NOYES D A T A  CORPORATION Noyes Building, Park Ridge, N.J. 07656 
The Development of a Special Library 
An Experiment in Instruction 
James M. Matarazzo 
Simmons College, School of Library Science, Boston, Mass. 021 15 
A variant of the simulation method 
of instruction, which allows students to 
practice the method and detail of the es- 
tablishment of a company library, is ex- 
plained. Students who, upon graduation, 
are prepared to plan new special librar- 
ies are shown as potential and proper 
prime movers in the establishment of 
such library facilities. 
Are we as concerned as we should be 
about the large segment of the population 
that does not have any special, profes- 
sional information services in their work 
related lives? Are we doing enough to 
stimulate the establishment of new spe- 
cial libraries to serve those unserved? 
THESE QUESTIONS ( 1 )  were posed by 
Edward G. Strable, President of Special 
Libraries Association, in an editorial 
which appeared in the September 1972 
issue of Special Libraries. One answer to 
Strable's thought-provoking questions 
follows in the form of a report on the 
objectives and methodology of the Spe- 
cia1 Libraries course currently offered at 
the School of Library Science, Simmons 
College. 
Objectives 
This course is designed to involve stu- 
dents in problem solving and decision 
making in the context of developing a 
library or information center for a ficti- 
tious Boston-based company. Utilizing 
the simulation method of instruction, 
the course is designed to develop both 
self-confidence and self-reliance in stu- 
dents because they have practiced in the 
classroom the method and detail of es- 
tablishing and operating a special li- 
brary. 
Description of the Model 
The fictitious company or industry for 
which the students must design a library 
is detailed by the instructor in both writ- 
ten or oral fashion. This description in- 
cludes 1) an organization chart of the 
proposed company, 2) the names of divi- 
sion and department heads with iden- 
tification of area specialization, 3) de- 
tailed reports of interviews with depart- 
ment heads and line personnel outlining 
217 
informational needs of the company and 
its personnel, 4) a statement report of 
management expectations with respect 
to library and information services, 5) a 
fixed budget allocation, and 6) a fixed 
space allocation, determined by manage- 
ment, within which the library must op- 
erate. 
These company descriptions are 
drawn from such varied sources as con- 
sulting experience, the literature and 
conversations with professional col- 
leagues to make the dekriptions as real- 
istic as possible. The  point is that the 
environment within which the class is to 
operate is fixed and known to each of 
the students. It  has been the author's 
practice to have each semester's class de- 
;clop a different type of special library, 
feeling that this approach, while it cre- 
ates the need for continuous preparation 
on the part of the instructor, keeps both 
the students and instructor fresh during 
the term's work. For example, the 1972 
Summer Session class developed a library 
for a bank (The Simmons National Bank 
of Boston), the 1972 Fall Semester class 
fashioned a technical information cen- 
ter for an electric utility (Consolidated 
Simmons), while the 1973 Spring Se- 
mester class established a library for an  
insurance company (Simmons Life In- 
surance Company of Boston). Boston is 
- .  
used as a location because this enhances 
the realism of the learning experience 
and provides a practical base from which 
the siudents can operate. 
Methodolgy 
Although the description of the model 
is not provided until the third class meet- 
ing, students are informed from the out- 
set of the course that the task of the 
group will be to design a special library 
to serve an hypothetical company or in- 
dustrial organization, and that, although 
there will be opportunity for individual 
assignments, the bulk of the in-class and 
out-of-class work will be accomplished by 
committees comprised of from four to 
six students. In the first two of fourteen 
weekly class meetings, each 2% hours in 
length, the history of special libraries, 
the definitions of special librarianship, 
salary surveys of the field, the types of 
special libraries, and other traditional 
topics are presented by lecture and dis- 
cussion methods. Simultaneously, as in- 
dividual outside class assignments, stu- 
dents gather background information 
on such topics as Special Libraries As- 
sociation, local book dealers, library sup- 
plies dealers, library subscription agen- 
cies, space allocation statistics, sources of 
budget information-all of which will 
aid them in the creation of the library 
to be developed. Some sixty topics, two 
per student, are made available in mul- 
tiple copies by each student compiler for 
the class and the instructor. These topics 
form a beginning source document for 
the class which each student or commit- 
tee may use when faced with any num- 
ber of problems in the development of 
the special library. 
Beginning with the third class, when 
the model is presented, and continuing 
to the last class, this course is taught by 
an adaptation of the methodology that 
Professor Martha Jane K. Zachert of The  
Florida State University School of Li- 
brary Science has termed "sustained sim- 
ulation" (2). At this third meeting, stu- 
dents are given an opportunity ti raise 
any problems or questions they may have 
either about the company or about their 
- .  
tasks in the classroom and out of the 
classroom. 
From the fourth to the fourteenth 
class, the students work in the various 
committees to develop the library by 
planning the services, personnel, mate- 
rials, physical facilities, and budget, 
while simultaneously contending with 
the real life constraints and crises of 
company procedure, administrative di- 
rectives, and problem situations likely to 
be generated from within the parent in- 
stitution. Examples of the latter range 
from sudden budget cuts to demands for 
immediate data on the insurance needs 
of the library to requests for reference 
service even though the library is not 
"officially" open. The  instructor acts as 
the originator of these crisis situations 
and introduces them at appropriate in- 
tervals throughout the course. 
As the semester progresses, each com- 
mittee first reports orally on its particu- 
lar area of library operations, answers 
questions on the material presented, ac- 
cepts or rejects suggestions from the re- 
mainder of the class and the instructor, 
and defends the recommendation it has 
presented. One week after the oral re- 
port, each committee presents a written 
document to the class which specifically 
delineates its solution to its assigned 
topic. These reports, which contain com- 
plete documentation, are distributed to 
each member of the class and any 
changes from the oral presentation are 
noted. Once the report is accepted by the 
class and the instructor, the committees 
that follow are bound by the decisions 
made in any previous written reports. 
Utilizing the procedure described, the 
entire library is planned by the students. 
The  report on services specifically enu- 
merates the aims and objectives of the 
library, while detailing both the services 
to be offered and the clientele to whom 
they will be offered. Similarly, the re- 
port on personnel will specify the num- 
ber of employees, their job descriptions, 
qualifications, and proposed salaries. 
T h e  materials committee report lists the 
books, periodicals, abstracting and in- 
dexing services, reference materials, and 
loose-leaf services recommended with ac- 
companying costs for each listed item. 
The  facilities committee report contains, 
in addition to a detailed floor plan of 
the library, the costs (including installa- 
tion, taxes, discounts), model numbers, 
dealers, and reasons for the selection of 
each item of furniture and library equip- 
ment. Finally, the budget report com- 
mittee provides both line and functional 
budgets (the latter requires a bit of esti- 
mating in a non-operating library), as 
well as a specific breakdown of the costs 
of fringe benefits, and the cost of renting 
comparable commercial space in the Bos- 
ton area that the library will occupy. 
Every student receives a copy of each re- 
port so that by the end of the course he 
will have a notebook of 50-80 pages in 
length which details exactly how the li- 
brary was formed. All the work is stu- 
dent generated to meet the needs of the 
organization as detailed by the instructor 
in the third class. 
Role of the Boston Area Special Library 
Community 
In attempting to solve the problems 
before them, students gain much from 
their search of the literature, but the 
names and locations of many members 
of Boston Chapter, Special Libraries As- 
sociation, appear in the bibliographies 
of each final report as sources of infor- 
mation and as libraries visited: These 
members have given generously of their 
time and talents to the committees who, 
by appointment, seek outside assistance 
in solving problems presented to them in 
the classroom. Those members of the 
Boston Chapter employed in the type of 
special library the class happens to be 
planning are more likely to be sought 
out in a given fourteen-week semester. 
The  practice of developing a different 
type of special library each semester, 
however, tends to even the distribution 
of who will be sought and with what 
frequency. Naturally, the library to be 
planned by the class differs, by design of 
the instructor, from any Boston-based 
prototype. Based on the author's expe- 
rience, it is not even necessary that there 
exist one or more area special libraries 
of the type under consideration in the 
classroom. When this situation has 
arisen, students have often written to 
the nearest non-local type of special li- 
brary or, more importantly, have sought 
the advice of those area special librarians 
who have faced quite similar problems 
even though the subject collection of 
their special library differs. 
Role oC the Instructor 
The  instructor in this course wears 
many hats. As noted previously, he pre- 
pares a new model each semester. Dur- 
ing the actual conduct of the course, he 
is a potential consultant to each of the 
committees and chief arbiter in class 
when students in committees or the class 
as a whole reach an impasse. As discus- 
sion leader, he must guide the student 
comments and evaluations in a construc- 
tive manner. On those occasions in class 
when he chooses to represent manage- 
ment, he draws on his knowledge and 
experience to enable the class to see a 
problem from the management vantage 
point. 
One choosing to employ this method 
of teaching relinquishes, from the out- 
set, the traditional role of the instructor 
as the repository of all knowledge. In- 
deed, students expect that he will be pre- 
pared to instruct, but he ought not lose 
sight of the fact that his chief task is to 
prepare them for possible employment 
as special librarians rather than demon- 
strate his own preparation. 
Evaluation of Students 
Each student submits two background 
reports at the beginning of the course 
and shares responsibility for the prep 
aration and delivery of two committee 
reports. In addition to these reports, stu- 
dents contribute to class discussion when 
they are not part of the reporting com- 
mittee. Thus, the instructor has a num- 
ber of instances, both written and oral, 
upon which to base a final course grade. 
Reactions of Students 
Students have indicated that they 
have gained a great deal from being able 
to consult with working special librar- 
ians in much the same fashion as they 
would if faced with the actual problems 
of developing a special library. Area spe- 
cial librarians have noted, with increas- 
ing regularity, a similarity between the 
student problems and their own. By 
working as members of a group on a spe- 
cific problem that must be resolved by a 
given date, students can learn a great 
deal about themselves and their fellow 
classmates. Each of us in professional 
practice is normally a part of such 
groups, and can sympathize with the at- 
tendant problems of committee work. In 
such a group situation it is, of course, a 
great deal more difficult for a student to 
stand out as an individual, and several 
students have expressed the feeling that 
they could have progressed at a more 
rapid rate by working independently. 
This methodology, however, attempts to 
represent reality, and to this extent it is 
believed to be successful. 
The students who have taken this 
course appear more self-reliant and more 
self-confident because they have prac- 
ticed in the classroom the method and 
detail of setting up a special library. In 
as realistic a setting as can be repro- 
duced in the classroom, the students have 
gathered information to solve the prob- 
lems placed before them, made decisions 
based on the information they possessed 
with the guidance of the instructor, and 
have implemented those decisions in a 
detailed plan of operation. Indeed, the 
fact that they were able to accomplish 
this task, despite the usual initial skep- 
ticism, generates a good deal of pride 
among those who have experienced this 
course and method of instruction. 
Conclusion 
The questions President Strable asked 
in his editorial are nearly identical to 
the ones the author put to himself prior 
to instructing this course. The decisions, 
reflected in the above report, are not pre- 
sented for adoption by all who offer in- 
struction in special librarianship. Each 
individual must make his own decision 
on what to teach and what methodology 
to employ in the conduct of a course. 
Professor Thomas Slavens' article (3) 
provides a brief overview of a number 
of methodologies employed at other 
schools. Those who read this account, 
heavily influenced by the fundamental 
research of Zachert, will recognize many 
variations on her major theme. These 
changes have made the author not only 
comfortable with the methodology, but 
also convinced of its advisability. 
There are, no doubt, those who would 
dismiss the methodology described as 
some sort of game and the objectives of 
this course as much too ambitious for a 
class of students enrolled in a school of 
library science. T o  the former, it should 
be noted that simulation is simply an 
educational method which allows a real- 
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istic setting to be the basis for active 
student problem solving and decision 
making. T o  the latter, an observation 
made previously in a somewhat differ- 
ent context will be repeated (4): 
Instructors (and practitioners) should 
not lose sight of the fact that in most 
instances today's student will very 
shortly be on his own in professional 
practice where he must analyze, judge, 
and resolue a uariety of complex . . . 
problems that will be placed before 
him. 
Strable asks who will stimulate the 
establishment of new company informa- 
tion centers? This answer is, clearly, the 
students in our schools of library and 
information science. For it is the au- 
thor's belief that the future growth of 
special libraries is dependent on the type 
of individual who can face the manage- 
ment of a company confidently and con- 
vince them of the need for an informa- 
tion facility in much the same manner as 
those early advocates of special librarian- 
ship did. More significantly, students 
have demonstrated in the classroom that 
they will be able to deliver the promises 
made to the management of the pro- 
spective company. In the course of pre- 
paring a special library, students learn 
as much as they could in a traditional 
course so those that choose to work in 
an existing library, should the opportu- 
nity present itself, are also fully pre- 
pared. This course seeks to prepare stu- 
dents to attack the problems Strable has 
thoughtfully presented; students who, 
upon graduation, should have a role in 
expanding the potential number of spe- 
cial libraries instead of waiting for the 
Chapters and/or Special Libraries As- 
sociation to provide opportunities for 
their employment. 
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Are Hospital Libraries 
Meeting Physicians' Information Needs? 
William P. Koughan 
Lawrence General Hospital, Lawrence, Mass. 01842 
John A. Timour 
Connecticut Regional Medical Program, New Haven, Conn. 06510 
Based on a 1970 Connecticut study, 
three times as many physicians rely on 
their own personal subscriptions as on 
hospital library holdings. Only half of 
their continuing education activity in- 
volves reading. With additional statistics, 
recommendations are offered in the light 
of these findings. 
TOO OFTEN the sole reason for the 
existence of a hospital library is that it 
is required by the Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Hospitals' Standards 
for Accreditation. Many hospital admin- 
istrators begrudge even token space for 
a health science library which is too 
often unoccupied. I t  is not unusual to 
find the facility referred to as the "Doc- 
tors' Library" since it frequently comes 
into being as a result of donations of 
outdated and narrowly focused books 
and journals by widows of local practi- 
tioners. In addition, many hospital li- 
braries exist because of a memorial fund 
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established by or on behalf of a particu- 
larly literate staff physician. 
These sentiments formed the basis for 
the establishment of the Connecticut Re- 
gional Medical Program's (CRMP) 
Health Library Service. The  Connecticut 
Health Library Service was viewed dur- 
ing the planning period of 1966 as a ma- 
jor supporting component of a continu- 
ing education program, one of five major 
CRMP thrusts. Because more than 95% 
of Connecticut's physician population is 
affiliated with one or more of the 35 
community general hospitals, and be- 
cause the bulk of nurses and allied 
health manpower is also hospital based, 
CRMP has from its inception looked to 
the community hospital as the primary 
locus for its activities. 
Besides continuing education, these 
activities include fostering community 
hospital-university medical school affili- 
ations; partial financial support of com- 
munity hospital-based full-time chiefs of 
clinical services; and a wide variety of 
research and evaluation projects, one of 
which will be described in some detail 
here. 
The Connecticut Health Library Serv- 
ice simultaneously seeks to upgrade com- 
munity hospital libraries and to provide 
ready access to the biomedical commu- 
nications network by placing primary 
emphasis on existing collections of the 
two medical school libraries in the state, 
Yale and the University of Connecticut. 
T o  this end a dual program has been 
initiated. On the one hand the Connect- 
icut Health Library Service provides a 
toll-free statewide WATS (Wide Area 
Telephone Service) system from any 
health science library in Connecticut to 
either the Yale Medical Library (YML) 
or the University of Connecticut Health 
Center Library (UCHCL). These in turn 
are interconnected by TWX to each 
other and the New England Regional 
Medical Library (NERML) in Boston 
which is the referral point to the Na- 
tional Library of Medicine and the bal- 
ance of the emerging national biomedi- 
cal communications network. One local 
telephone call can thus tap the total 
published biomedical resources of the 
nation. 
In addition, the CRMP Library Serv- 
ices Director has been working with local 
hospital librarians, chairmen of library 
committees, and hospital administrators 
in developing a local facility which 
would become more and more respon- 
sive to local library needs. The ultimate, 
ideal goal is to create "90% responsive" 
health science libraries in each of the 35 
community general hospitals. Through 
this concept, the bulk of local needs 
would be met with local resources and 
only non-routine requests would be fed 
into the external network. 
There are several dimensions to the 
local hospital library development pro- 
gram, but basic to all has been the forma- 
tion of a CRMP Technical Advisory 
Committee on Library Services. This 
Committee, formed in September 1969, 
is composed of academic and hospital- 
based medical librarians, dentists, hos- 
pital administrators, nurses and physi- 
cians. One of its first acts was to develop 
the Suggested Minimum Guidelines for 
Connecticut Health Science Libraries 
which was distributed throughout the 
state in May 1970. Using these guide- 
lines, the Library Services Director made 
a state-wide audit of the 35 community 
general hospital libraries in Jun-Jul 
1970. He had previously assigned point 
values to each item on the guidelines 
based on his professional biases and 
prejudices in favor of mediated rather 
than user only library services. (By "me- 
diated" we mean the presence of a trained 
individual in the library to assist and 
encourage the user to go beyond the lo- 
cal collection whenever appropriate to 
his information need. Too often the user 
is ignorant about external resources.) 
Each hospital administrator was sent a 
letter with copies to the chairman of the 
library committee, director of medical 
education, and hospital librarian, as well 
as a composite chart of the ratings for 
those hospitals in his particular bed-size 
category. Table 1 is an extract for the 
hospitals based in the two Health Serv- 
ice Areas which were subsequently in- 
volved in the study on physicians' infor- 
mation gathering habits. 
The results of the statewide audit dis- 
closed that local health science libraries 
were distressingly poor: On a scale of 
100 to meet minimum guidelines, the 
average score was 64 and the median 66. 
(In 1971 the second annual audit indi- 
cated that some progress had been made: 
The average score had risen to 73 and 
the median to 74.) 
Stemming from this first audit was a 
desire to seek other means of confirming 
or denying these subjectively derived 
data. One consequence was a decision to 
investigate the information gathering 
Table 1. Connecticut Health Library Service 1970 Annual Audit 
[Selected data for Category A (less than 200 beds), Category B (200-400 beds), and Category C (400600 beds) 
hospitals in two Health Service Areas] 
GUIDELINES: 
CATEGORY A CATEGORY B CATEGORY C 
Staff 1 full-time emp. + 1 prof. med. libn. $ 
% full-time emp. % clerk % clerk 
Collection 
100 basic books 300 basic books 500 basic books 
30 new additions 50 new additions 80 new additions 
40 current subscrip. 60 current subscrip. 100 current subscrip. 
10 bound titles 15 bound titles 25 bound titles 
5 indexes (AIM or IM, 
CIM, HLI, INI, IDL) 5 indexes 5 indexes 
5 year unbound/ 5 year unbound/ 5 year unbound/ 
10 year bound 10 year bound 10 year bound 
Space 
20 seats 25 seats 40 seats 
150 sq. ft. workroom 150 sq. ft. workroom 300 sq. ft. workroom 
Conference room Conference room Conference room 
restrictions restrictions restrictions 
Library Committee 
Composition Composition Composition 
Meetingdyear Meetingdyear Meetingdyear 
Services 
Ready reference Ready reference Ready reference 
Document delivery Document delivery Document delivery 
Audio-visual services Audio-visual services Audio-visual services 
Special services (SDI, Newsletter, biblio. prep., etc.) 
TOTAL 
Hospital Number 
(randomly assigned) 
Maximum 
Points 
10 
5 
10 
10 
5 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
10 
5 
5 
5 
Al l  community general hospital libraries: Mean-64; Median-66. 
Medical Library Association Institutional Member. 
patterns of physicians in Connecticut. 
It  was not possible to encompass all of 
the more than 5,000 practitioners in the 
state, so the decision was made to study 
those working in two contrasting Health 
Service Areas: The  Bridgeport urban 
area and the Northwest rural area. 
Me thodology 
The methods followed were similar to 
the American Medical Association study 
in the State of Utah. The  instrument 
used in the conduct of the study was a 
questionnaire. The questionnaire was 
divided into three parts, which sought to 
describe and specify: a) the professional 
characteristics of each physician; b) the 
circumstances under which he practices; 
c) both the opportunities currently avail- 
able to him in continuing medical edu- 
cation and his attitude to these and 
other programs. 
T h e  pretested questionnaire was dis- 
tributed to practicing physicians at two 
urban and three rural hospitals. The  
rural hospitals were in Connecticut's 
Northwest Health Service Area, a rural- 
residential area, and the urban hospitals 
were in the City of Bridgeport, an urban- 
industrial setting. The  physicians in- 
cluded in this study were limited to the 
active, courtesy, and honorary staffs of 
the test hospitals. There were 510 physi- 
cians polled, of whom 114 practiced in 
the northwest (rural) region, and 396 in 
the Bridgeport (urban) area. 
Results 
Of the 510 questionnaires sent, 299 
were completed and returned for an  
overall response rate of 58y0. Statistical 
methods were employed to compare the 
medical specialty distribution of the re- 
sponding and non-responding physi- 
cians. The  ages of responders and non- 
responders were also compared. In all 
comparisons, no significant difference ex- 
isted between responders and non-re- 
sponders. Since the distribution of re- 
sponding physicians did not differ sig- 
nificantly from the non-responders when 
analyzed by the parameters of age and 
medical specialty, it was concluded that 
the responders were a truly representa- 
tive sample of the test population, and 
that valid conclusions about the test 
population could be drawn from the re- 
sponse data. 
Allocation of Time to Various Modes of 
Instruction 
The  physicians were asked to estimate 
the amount of time they devote to vari- 
ous educational activities. Their re- 
sponse to this question appears in Table 
2. It  was estimated that the urban physi- 
cians devote 39.7 hours per month while 
the rural physicians devote 33.6 hours 
per month to continuing medical educa- 
tion. Of these hours, exactly half (19.7 
urban and 16.5 rural) are dedicated to 
reading: 74y0 of the reading time is 
spent on personal subscription journals 
and textbooks; 12% to 14y0 on unsolic- 
ited medical literature, and 12y0 to 14% 
on library materials. Furthermore, the 
test findings demonstrate a clear pref- 
erence (3:l) for hospital libraries us. 
either medical school or medical society 
libraries. It is expected that the primary 
reason for this preference is the conven- 
ient location of the hospital library 
when compared to the other two. 
Results show that the second most im- 
portant educational category is "con- 
Table 2. Time Per Month Devoted by the 
Responding Physicians to Different 
 ducati ion Activities 
Activity 
Reading: 
1.  of subscription medi- 
cal journals & text- 
books 
2. of unsolicited medical 
literature 
3. of library material: 
a. from hospitals 
b. from med. schools 
c. from med. societies 
Contacts with Colleagues 
Group Discussions 
(Seminars and Study 
Groups) 
All Other Methods 
Urban Rural 
No. No. 
Hrs. % Hrs. 9/0 
tacts with colleagues"-7.3 hours per 
month and 6.7 hours per month, respec- 
tively, or 18y0 to 20% of the total time. 
The  next most important activity is 
"group discussions"; the urban and rural 
physicians spend 12% and I lye, respec- 
tively, of their total education time on 
group discussions. When "group discus- 
sions" and "contacts with colleagues" are 
taken together, it can be seen that all 
responding physicians devote 30% of 
their time to these activities. Since most 
of the group discussions and colleague 
contacts occur at the physician's local 
hospital, it can be conciuded that about 
1/3 of his continuing education is re- 
ceived at the hospital to which he ad- 
mits patients. If hospital libraries and 
library collections could be upgraded to 
entice the physician to gather educa- 
tional information at the hospital, then 
as much as 80y0 of a physician's continu- 
ing education needs (access to reading 
material, contacts with colleagues, and 
group discussions) could be met by the 
local hospital. 
The amount of education time per 
year reported to be devoted to the edu- 
cation programs of professional organi- 
zations and medical schools is reported 
Table 3. Time Per Year Devoted by the 
Responding Physicians to Education 
Programs of Professional Organizations and 
Medical Schools 
Activity 
Urban Rural 
Hrs./ Hrs./ 
yr. Yo yr. % 
Lectures, Panels & Sym- 
posia Sponsored by: 
1. Local Medical 
Society 5.9 12 4.0 16 
2. Medical Schools 14.7 31 5.0 20 
3. State Medical 
Society 3.8 8 2.2 9 
4. National Med. 
Organizations 22.9 48 14.1 56 
TOTAL 47.3 100 25.3 100 
Table 4. The Urban Physicians' Ranking in 
Order of Preference of Methods for 
lmprovement of Information Gathering 
No. of 
1st & 2nd 
Place Total 
Method Votes Votes % 
Medical School Program 142 196 72 
Hospital-based Program 190 208 91 
lmprovement of Hospital Library 47 178 26 
in Table 3. The  total time spent for the 
urban physicians is double that of rural 
physicians--47.3 hours and 25.3 hours. 
Table 3 also shows that the urban physi- 
cians spend more time than the rural 
physicians in every category. On statisti- 
cal analysis it is found that the time dif- 
ferences for two categories, "medical 
schools" and "national medical organiza- 
tions," have high levels of significance. 
Physicians' Attitudes Toward 
Continuing Education Programs 
Each physician was asked to rate, on a 
preference basis, a list of methods for 
continuing medical education. The  num- 
ber of first and second place votes each 
method received were totalled and the 
results appear in Tables 4 and 5. The  
results show that both urban and rural 
physicians clearly prefer (91% and 87%, 
respectively) a continuing medical edu- 
cation program at the hospital to which 
Table 5. The Rural Physicians' Ranking in 
Order of Preference of Methods for 
lmprovement of Information Gathering 
Method 
No. of 
1st & 2nd 
Place Total 
Votes Votes % 
Medical School Program 42 61 69 
Hospital-based Program 61 70 87 
lmprovement of Hospital Library 19 51 37 
they admit patients. Findings are quite 
similar for the urban and rural areas, 
which is surprising when one considers 
the urban physician's proximity to a re- 
nowned medical school. 
Conclusion 
Rural and urban physicians have been 
asked about their continuing educa- 
tional needs and their response is clear 
and unanimous: Hospitals should be- 
come learning centers for the health pro- 
fessionals they serve. What is true for 
the most highly educated health profes- 
sional must perforce be equally valid for 
other health workers: nurses, allied 
health personnel, and hospital adminis- 
trators. 
It  seems equally true that hospital li- 
brary development is a classic example 
of the chicken-and-the-egg syndrome. Ad- 
ministrators are reluctant to develop li- 
braries when their present facility is not 
being used, and, because the facility is 
inadequate, potential library users see 
no purpose in wasting their time there. 
What is needed is a willingness to set 
achievable goals based on a continual 
striving for overall excellence. I t  is or- 
ganizational delusion to suppose that ex- 
cellence can be achieved despite the pres- 
ence of integral pockets of mediocrity or 
insufficiency. Excellent hospitals have ex- 
cellent administrators, excellent nursing 
services, excellent dietary departments, 
excellent libraries, etc. 
The  first step in problem solving is 
recognizing the problem. Recognition of 
the need for adequate local health sci- 
ence library service which can truly sup- 
port on-going and assist in developing 
basic and continuing educational pro- 
grams for health professionals is sadly 
overdue. We use the term "library serv- 
ice" rather than library to indicate that 
while a reading room may be the begin- 
ning, it is incapable, without staff, of 
playing the necessary supportive role our 
studies have indicated it must. Local hos- 
pitals must ultimately face their respon- 
sibility to shift their hospital library 
from being an unattended, ill-equipped 
reading room, to a mediated service- 
oriented multi-media learning resource 
center. 
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In tra-Library Science Information Service 
Edwina H. Pancake 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. 22901 
A new service offered to members of 
the science community at the University 
of Virginia by the Science/Technology 
Information Center provides a researcher 
with any materials not already located 
in his departmental library, regardless 
of format or location, at no charge to 
the requester. Operations, procedures 
and costs are discussed, indicating that 
such service is both useful and practi- 
cable for academic and research librar- 
ies with decentralized collections. 
THE SCIENCES have always been in- 
terdisciplinary to a certain extent, mak- 
ing the provision of library and informa- 
tion services with a system of branch 
subject collections somewhat awkward. 
The  problem is increasing, with biolo- 
gists wanting items from chemistry, engi- 
neers needing more items from physics, 
and environmental scientists wanting 
everything from everybody. The  Uni- 
versity of Virginia has eight science de- 
partmental libraries which are loosely 
allied with the main library through the 
Science/Technology Information Cen- 
ter. The  departmental libraries and the 
faculties they serve are widely scattered 
around the grounds of the University. 
Until Apr 1971, if a professor wanted a 
journal article that was located outside 
his own departmental library, he had to 
locate i t  himself, wasting his research 
time, or that of his assistant. 
In an effort to solve this problem, the 
Science/Technology Information Cen- 
ter instituted its Intra-library Science In- 
formation Service in Apr 1971. The  serv- 
ices of the system are available to the 
faculties, research staffs and graduate 
students of the various science depart- 
ments and the School of Engineering. 
The  system operates on the general prin- 
ciple of "ask and ye shall receive." Spe- 
cifically, if a user wants a book, journal 
article or technical report that is not in 
his departmental library, he fills out a 
form (Figure 1) giving all the informa- 
tion he has about the item and leaves it 
in his departmental library. The  pick-up 
points include the following libraries: 
Astronomy, Biology/Psychology, Chem- 
istry, Engineering, Environmental Sci- 
ences, Mathematics and Physics. A sup- 
ply of request forms is kept in each li- 
brary. Every weekday a student assistant 
from the Information Center makes the 
rounds of these libraries picking up re- 
quests. The  desired item is located, 
either on or off the grounds of the Uni- 
versity, is photocopied or borrowed, and 
is then delivered to the requester's de- 
partmental library at no cost to the 
requester. 
The  work of identifying and locating 
the requested items is done by the stu- 
dent assistant with a professional librar- 
ian's help as needed. The  student assist- 
Figure 1. Science/Technology Information Center, University of Virginia Library 
Dept. Lib. 
REQUEST FORM 
PLEASE FILL I N  ALL PERTINENT SECTIONS. USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH ITEM REQUESTED. 
DATE: 
I. REQUESTER: 
ADDRESS: TELEPHONE: 
Do you hove funds available to pay for this material, i f  necessary? 
YES 
- - 
N O  BURSAR'S CODE NUMBER: 
II. AUTHOR: YEAR PUBL.: 
TITLE: 
Ill. TECHNICAL REPORT: 
Report No. (or DDC or NASA Accession No.): 
Contract No.: 
Issuing Agency or Institution: 
JOURNAL ARTICLE: 
Journal Title: 
Volume Issue Number Pages 
Place of Publication: Edition Desired: 
IV. PHYSICAL FORM PREFERRED: HARD COPY MICROFICHE 
V. SOURCE OF REFERENCE (if known): 
VI. PHIL UNION LISTING (if none, write none): 
Table 1. Number of Requests Per Month by Library 
Departmental Library APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT N O V  DEC JAN FEB MAR TOTALS 
ASTRONOMY 2 5 1 0 2 2 2 0 1 0 2 0  17 
BIOLOGY/PSYCHOLOGY 5 17 15 6 5 29 26 18 18 1 1  17 15 182 
CHEMISTRY 2 13 28 9 5 18 7 1 1  1 4 2  23 16 175 
ENGINEERING 5 9 13 59 68 65 54 45 47 34 54 69 522 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 17 31 61 170 168 85 103 96 71 119 181 232 1,334 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS 
TWX 
TOTALS 
Table 2. Number of Requests by Type of Material and Library 
Department 
ASTRONOMY 
BIOLOGY/PSYCHOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
ENGINEERING 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS 
TOTALS 
Journal Articles Books/Monographs Tech. Repts. 
Here Not Here Here Not Here TOTALS 
Note: the 407 incoming TWX requests are not included in this Tab!e since they originated outside the Univer- 
sity of Virginia, and were mostly for iournal articles. 
ant does photocopying of requested jour- 
nal articles at a machine in or near each 
library while on his daily rounds. The  
student assistant also does photocopying 
of scientific materials located in depart- 
mental libraries to fill incoming T W X  
requests from other libraries and insti- 
tutions. 
In all cases, if the item requested is 
not available on the grounds, or is other- 
wise not immediately available (being 
bound, checked out, non-circulating, 
etc.), the requester is notified by form 
letter of the reason for the delay. Mate- 
rials not available on the grounds are 
obtained from other sources: journal 
articles are requested from other librar- 
ies and institutions via TWX; requests 
for books or monographs are routed to 
the main library's Inter-library Loans De- 
partment; technical reports are obtained 
through the Information Center's own 
collection and procedures; and the occa- 
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sional truly elusive item can usually be 
tracked to and requested from its orig- 
inal source. 
Number of Requests 
After twelve months of operation, the 
Service is running smoothly and is well 
used, particularly by the School of Engi- 
neering and the Department of Environ- 
mental Sciences as shown in Table 1. 
The  other science faculties and research 
staffs provide a smaller but steady num- 
ber of requests. The  total number of re- 
quests received between Apr 12, 1971 
and Mar 31, 1972 was over 2,850, some 
of which were still pending identifica- 
tion or receipt of materials at the end of 
that period. The  number of requests 
actually completed during this time was 
2,769. (In general, the statistics given re- 
fer to requests that were completed be- 
fore Mar 31, 1972.) 
Table 2 is a breakdown of completed 
requests by academic department and 
type of material requested. The  com- 
pleted requests were categorized as jour- 
nals on the grounds, journals off the 
grounds, books on the grounds, books 
off the grounds and technical reports. 
The  assignment of requests to these cate- 
gories was a straightforward process in 
the majority of cases. Generally, any 
public documents, theses and disserta- 
tions were assigned to the "book" cate- 
Figure 2. Types of Materials Requested 
Journals 
on 
Grounds 
gories. As had been expected at the be- 
ginning of the Service, the majority of 
requests were for journal articles, with 
45.37& of all requests being for journal 
articles that are available on the grounds 
(Figure 2). 
Response Time 
Monthly statistics were compiled on 
the length of time required to fill or oth- 
erwise complete a request. These statis- 
tics have been figured separately for 
three types of requests handled by the 
Service: items that are already on the 
grounds (regardless of physical format), 
items that must be obtained off the 
grounds, and incoming TWX requests 
Table 3. Average Elapsed Time (Days)* 
JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT N O V  DEC JAN FEE MAR 
On Grounds Materials 3.9 8.9 8.0 6.7 9.9 9.5 11.4 12.7 8.8 8.3 
OffGroundsMaterials 18.3 22.9 32.5 38.9 43.0 44.7 46.4 58.8 33.9 30.9 
TWX Requests 1.1 1.5 3.4 3.3 4.6 10.7 6.0 7.3 4.5 3.3 
"Includes both regular working days and weekends. 
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for science materials from other institu- 
tions and libraries. These figures, which 
are shown in Table 3, indicate the 
elapsed time from the receipt of the re- 
quest until it was completed. 
A rough correlation can be seen be- 
tween the number of requests completed 
28.7% 
..... in Jun, Jul and Aug (Table 1) and the 
.......... 
..... 
..... 
..... ..... 
...... 
..... 
-..... 
........... 
..... 
...... 
...... 
..... 
...... 
..... 
...... 
..... 
...... ..... 
...... 
..... 
...... ..... 
...... 
..... 
........... 
........... 
average elapsed time for filling requests 
during these months (Table 3). This will 
give an idea of the performance of the 
system under varying request loads using 
the same amount of personnel time, and 
17.5% 
may provide a useful gauge of the 
amount of personnel time necessary for 
optimum efficiency of the Service. Since 
Sep 1971, the amount of personnel time 
has increased, and as the backlog was 
caught up, the elapsed time was slowly 
reduced. 
Other factors affecting the elapsed 
time figures are not readily susceptible 
to measurement, such as legibility of the 
requester's handwriting, completeness 
and accuracy of citations given, books 
Journals Technical Books off  Books on 
o f f  Reports Grounds that need to be called in, response time 
Grounds of other libraries and institutions, and 
the innate complexity and obscurity of 
the item requested. I t  only takes a few 
illegible or obscure requests to affect ap- 
preciably elapsed time figures, regardless 
of the fact that the majority of requests 
can be completed and delivered within 
a few days. In this light, the difference 
in elapsed time figures between locally 
originated requests and those received 
from other institutions via TWX may be 
explained. Generally, the requester send- 
ing a T W X  request to the University of 
Virginia has pretty well verified that we 
have the item cited, and these verifying 
and locating operations are the time- 
consuming ones. 
Personnel 
The  Intra-library Science Information 
Service is operated almost entirely by 
student assistants working under mod- 
erate professional supervision, and with 
minimal assistance from other Informa- 
tion Center staff. For about the first four 
and a half months, there was one student 
assistant working twenty hours per week. 
When the number of requests increased 
unmanageably, more student time was 
added, so that since Sep 1971, between 
thirty and forty hours per week have 
been used. 
The  students (there have been six dif- 
ferent ones at various times) are trained 
to use the major locating tools such as 
the various card catalogs, union lists and 
indexes, and in procedures for request- 
ing materials via T W X  and Inter-library 
Loans. Requests for technical reports are 
routinely referred to the Information 
Center's Technical Reports Clerks for 
processing and returned to the student 
assistant for delivery. These procedures 
account for the vast majority of requests 
received. 
Professional level advice and super- 
vision are available for spot questions 
like form of cataloging entry or other 
possible sources, and for actual search- 
ing work on requests that are difficult to 
identify or locate. The  amount of pro- 
fessional time devoted to the Service 
varies, but is estimated at between three 
and four hours per week during the 
twelve-month period. During peak load 
periods, some Library Assistant time 
was used to help keep up  with the iden- 
tification and location of requested ma- 
terials. 
Costs 
Between Apr 12, 1971 and Mar 31, 
1972, the Intra-library Science Informa- 
tion Service used 1,132y2 hours of stu- 
dent assistant time at a total cost to the 
Center of $2,088.60. Of this amount, 96 
hours were paid under the University's 
Work/Study Program at a cost to the 
Center of $60.00. As of Mar 31, 1972, 
bills received for photocopying of re- 
quests done both at the University of 
Virginia and at other libraries and insti- 
tutions totaled $2,589.30. 
Projected at the current level of serv- 
ice, the annual cost is within the range 
of $2,400 for student assistants and $2,500 
for materials. This does not appear ex- 
orbitant for providing the Service to 
over 300 faculty and research staff mem- 
bers plus an undetermined number of 
graduate students in the various science 
departments. 
Evaluation 
As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, 
the use of the Service by the Department 
of Environmental Sciences far exceeds 
the use by any other group. There are 
several reasons for this: 1) the Environ- 
mental Sciences Library is still in a pe- 
riod of reorganization and its collections 
are being built up after years of severe 
neglect, 2) the field is at present very ac- 
tive and very interdisciplinary, generating 
requests for materials in almost every 
other area of science and even some of 
the social sciences, 3) during this past 
year, members of this department were 
engaged in several large on-going re- 
search projects and new course develop- 
ment involving state-of-the-art literature 
searching, and 4) although the requests 
from the large research projects tapered 
off a little toward the end of the twelve- 
month period, this was offset by a rise in 
graduate student use of the Service. 
Figure 3. Requests Completed by Month 
Apr Hay Jun J u l  l u g  Sep O e t  Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar kpr  
IDNTH 
The Engineering Library, on the 
other hand, has always been the largest 
and best equipped departmental library 
among the University's science depart- 
ments. Although the members of this de- 
partment use the Service to a moderate 
extent, over half of their requests are for 
technical reports which are housed in 
the main library building. The  Mathe- 
matics and Astronomy Departments use 
the Service the least, but it has not been 
determined whether this is due to the 
adequacy of their own libraries or the 
outlook of their faculties. 
It  was originally thought that over the 
period of a year, a cyclic pattern would 
emerge that could be correlated in some 
way with the supposed levels of research 
activity during the academic year (Fig- 
ure 3). However, during this first year, 
only the beginnings of this pattern can 
be seen. Of course, it took several months 
for the Service to catch on. Since that 
time, there have been definite peaks in 
the middle month of each academic ses- 
sion and lows coinciding with the end 
of one session and the beginning of the 
next. The  Dec low was compounded by 
the long holiday period. Data for six or 
twelve more months should confirm this 
periodicity. 
Another potentially valuable product 
of the Service is that it provides concrete 
records of which journals are requested 
that the University does not hold. A rec- 
ord is kept of such journals and the 
number of requests received for them. 
Periodically this list is reviewed and the 
more popular journals considered for 
purchase. 
Comments 
The Intra-library Science Information 
Service is a successful addition to the 
other non-conventional information 
services offered by the Science/Technol- 
ogy Information Center which include 
an SDI (Selective Dissemination of In- 
formation) Program and various ar- 
rangements for literature search services. 
Faculty, graduate students and depart- 
mental librarians have expressed their 
satisfaction with the Service both ver- 
bally and in writing to various members 
of the Information Center staff. 
This is perhaps an almost unique serv- 
ice to be found on this scale in an  aca- 
demic library system. I t  comes close to 
offering the researcher in an academic 
institution the type of service provided 
by many special libraries in a commer- 
cial or industrial situation. At the pres- 
ent time, and after a cursory search of 
the library literature, only two similar 
systems have come to light at Miami 
University of Ohio (I) and Georgia In- 
stitute of Technology (2). In each case, 
the situation is somewhat simpler be- 
cause their collections are more central- 
ized than departmentalized in nature. 
The service at Georgia has grown out of 
their project to put their entire card 
catalog on microfiche in 36 locations 
around their campus. If other libraries 
are offering similar services, there has 
not been much publicity or information 
circulated about them. 
This type of service was mentioned by 
Gerald Jahoda in his article, "Planning 
Improved Library Service for Scientists 
in Universities" (3 ) ,  which described an 
experimental project carried out at Flor- 
ida State University. In their experi- 
ment, additional information services 
were offered to a group of eleven scien- 
tists for a year and a half as part of a 
study to determine if and how academic 
libraries can be more relevant to the 
scientific community. 
A partially similar service is in opera- 
tion at the University of Colorado (4). 
That  service received 2,868 requests and 
cost $9,500 during its first year of opera- 
tion. 
A service similar to the one described 
in this paper could be useful to any col- 
lege or university with departmental 
libraries, or even to a special library in a 
city with other resource centers avail- 
able. Many such local library networks 
are cooperating on inter-library loan and 
delivery of materials now, but rarely as 
an in-house service on the level of the 
individual user's daily needs. With mod- 
ifications, such a service could be insti- 
tuted in a library with more centralized 
collections such as has been done at 
Miami or Georgia. It  is another example 
of a non-conventional information serv- 
ice that does not depend on large allo- 
cations of money or on automation to 
be effective. 
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Computer Applications in the 
United Aircraft Corporation Library System 
I. H. Neufeld 
United Aircraft Research Laboratories, East Hartford, Conn. 06108 
A remote computer terminal is used 
for data input in the production of a 
biweekly announcement bulletin cover- 
ing journal literature. The  terminal can 
also be used to query several catalog 
files. In another application, a subject 
listing of internal reports is obtained on 
computer output microfilm, portions of 
which can be copied in full size as 
needed. 
A DESCRIPTION of the data process- 
ing operations in use at the United Air- 
craft Corporation Library System was 
published in 1970 (I), and the systems 
described in that article are still in cur- 
rent use in essentially the same form. 
The  purpose of this paper is to report on 
additional computer applications, some 
of which have become operational, while 
others must be considered experimental 
and tentative. 
UAIMS (United Aircraft Information 
Management System) 
Several of the systems to be described 
utilize the facilities of UAIMS, a gen- 
eralized data-base management system 
developed at the United Aircraft Re- 
search Laboratories. The  UAIMS soft- 
ware includes, in addition to the 
data-base management package, a tele- 
processing executive and several general- 
purpose application programs. The  Sys- 
tem is operated under OS/360 using, in 
our case, a Sanders Associates 620 dis- 
play terminal located in the library and 
linked by cable to an IBM 360150 cen- 
tral processing unit and peripheral 
equipment in the computing laboratory. 
Announcement Bulletin Input 
The  UAC library publishes several 
biweekly current awareness listings, one 
of which is called the Library Bulletin 
and covers journal articles thought to be 
of interest to company personnel. Our 
catalogers review selected journals, mark 
them with a code corresponding to the 
journal title, and indicate the articles to 
be listed as well as the subject category 
(the Bulletin is divided into 32 cate- 
gories) into which the article is to be 
placed. A typist will then take a stack 
of these periodical issues to the terminal 
in the library and by typing in the ap- 
propriate instructions, call up the pro- 
gram used to enter this data. At this 
point, a format appears on the screen 
into which the typist inserts the code for 
the first periodical title and the issue 
date. The computer responds with the 
complete title of that journal. If this is 
correct, the typist checks the "OK" box 
on the screen, and a format is brought 
up into which the typist inserts the data 
(title, authors, paging) for the first arti- 
cle. After reviewing this data as it ap- 
pears on the screen and making any 
necessary corrections, the typist deter- 
mines whether there are additional arti- 
cles to be entered from that journal is- 
sue or not, checks the appropriate box, 
and presses the "send" button. This re- 
cords the data and brings up the same 
journal title for an additional entry or 
clears the screen for a new journal to be 
entered, whichever is appropriate. This 
procedure is repeated until all the peri- 
odical articles in the journals at hand 
have been entered, and an ending dia- 
logue is communicated to the computer. 
The  input data are stored on a disk and 
are eventually converted to punch cards 
which are used in the biweekly runs to 
produce the copy for the Library Bul- 
letin. 
This system has been operational for 
two years, has proved to be relatively 
trouble-free, and has received the en- 
thusiastic acceptance of the library staff 
concerned. It  eliminates any manual 
punching of cards as well as the labori- 
ous cutting and pasting which had been 
required to produce the listing when it 
was done on the typewriter. After initial 
entry of the data at the terminal, no fur- 
ther effort is required by the library per- 
sonnel for production of the Bulletin. 
The  comDuter does the followine: 
Supplies full title of the journal for 
each entry (typist enters only 4 or 5 
letter code); 
Supplies code indicating where cop- 
ies of that journal are received (i.e., 
main and branch libraries); 
Sorts the entries into subject cate- 
gories; 
Lists them alphabetically by jour- 
nal title code within each category; 
Numbers the pages, inserts Bulletin 
issue number at the top of each 
page, and prints out camera-ready 
copy for duplication by offset lithog- 
raphy. 
Query Programs 
Table 1. Query Operators 
Operator Representation 
Relational 
Equal to 
Less than 
Less than or equal to 
Greater than 
Greater than or equal to 
Not equal (negation) 
Approximately equal ( 1 )  
Starts with (21 
Presence (existence) of value (3) 
Between (4) 
Logical 
l ntersection (AND) 
Union (OR) 
Notes: 
1 .  The string of characters following this operator 
may occur anywhere within the value of the field 
(e.g., TITLE AE CARBOXYL). 
2. The string of characters following this operator 
must occur at the beginning of the field (e.g., AU- 
THOR SW PHIL). 
3. The existence operator is not followed by any 
value (e.g., CORP AUTHOR PR). 
4. This is equivalent to: GE n & LE rn. 
brary for several years. The  data bases 
currently available on line are, primar- 
ily, the catalog information for the en- 
tire book file, and similar information 
for the technical reports received in the 
library in the past two years (1971172). 
The  query programs are extremely 
flexible. Questions can be asked using 
the logical operators AND, OR, and 
several relational operators (see Table 
1); access points such as author and sub- 
ject can be combined in a query; limits 
such as "greater than" or "less than" can 
be set, and so on. Searches for terms that 
start with certain combinations of letters 
can be made. This is most useful. In 
searching b y  subject, for example, one 
can ask for items that have been assigned 
a subject heading starting with "boron" 
and get a count of all the items under 
that heading plus all the subheadings 
subsumed under it. Or, one can define 
the question more narrowly by asking 
for the subject heading starting with 
"boron-uses." A list of subject headings 
- 
The UAIMS facility can be used to beginning with certain letters can be re- 
query a data base, and it has been used quested. Printouts of information dis- 
in this way experimentally in the li- played on the screen can be obtained by 
giving the appropriate command. One 
can page back and forth through the dis- 
plays one has obtained. I have seen (and 
read about) several on-line terminal 
query systems, but none has seemed to 
me to equal the remarkable flexibility of 
the UAIMS system for querying a struc- 
tured file. 
In  view of the versatility and potential 
usefulness of this query system, why is i t  
still considered experimental? The  an- 
swer to this question is not a simple one, 
and various factors can be cited. The  
system is not available for the entire 
eight-hour working day, but only for 
four hours, and as the library has only 
one terminal, it cannot be used for que- 
ries while it is in use for data input. For 
simple questions it is faster to use the 
printouts located near the terminal than 
to go through the procedure of signing 
in and calling up the requisite programs. 
The  reference librarians, always pressed 
for time, tend to use the printouts rather 
than the terminal, and as a certain 
amount of practice is needed in order 
to be able to use the query programs 
most effectively, a cycle is initiated in 
which the terminal tends to be used less 
and less frequently for queries. 
The  original intention was to have 
terminals available at several locations 
where they could be used directly by sci- 
entists and engineers. Some were in- 
stalled, but as so often seems to be the 
case with such systems, when the novelty 
wore off, usage began to drop to the 
point where it became difficult to jus- 
tify the retention of the terminals at user 
locations. The  system is, of course, ma- 
chine dependent, and although it has 
proved to be highly reliable in general, 
the inevitable occasional breakdown can 
be frustrating for the user. 
On  the other hand, the system can be 
used very effectively for certain special 
tasks. For example, because publication 
date is one of the access points, it can be 
used as a tool in weeding. All titles pub- 
lished before a given date can be re- 
viewed without the necessity of going to 
the shelves. This can be a boon when 
collections are scattered in several branch 
locations. 
Very complex searches which would 
be extremely time-consuming if they 
were attempted by means of the avail- 
able printouts can be performed quickly 
via the terminal. Indeed, certain searches 
which would be impossible by manual 
look-up can be done from the terminal. 
An example is a search for the occur- 
rence of certain words in a title, which 
can be accomplished by the use of a so- 
called "approximately equal" instruc- 
tion. 
Because only fractional, relatively 
small costs of the UAIMS facility were 
covered from library funds, our experi- 
ence cannot be evaluated on the basis of 
cost effectiveness. It is felt, however, that 
such systems will be used increasingly for 
data input functions where cost savings 
can clearly be demonstrated. Once avail- 
able for these functions, they may be 
used occasionally for information re- 
trieval, but it will be a long time before 
complete reliance can be placed on such 
a system without some backup in the 
form of paper printouts or other outputs 
such as microfilm. 
COM (Computer Output Microfilm) 
The  UAC Library System makes ex- 
tensive use of microfilm. For example, 
the older technical reports produced in 
the Research Laboratories are recorded 
on 16mm film and loaded into cartridges 
designed for use with reader-printer 
equipment available in the library. 
When it was learned that the Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft Division had installed 
computer output microfilm devices, ar- 
rangements were made to obtain a COM 
printout of the technical reports in our 
collections arranged by subject. As the 
cataloging data for this material were al- 
ready in machine readable iorm, only a 
relatively small amount of programming 
time was required to format the data for 
running on ihe COM printer. 
The  output from this run was two 100- 
f t  rolls of 16mm microfilm listing, by 
subject, our entire collection of technical 
reports, numbering about 53,000 in all. 
Two duplicate copies of the original film 
were made, and these copies were loaded 
into the cartridges used on our reader- 
printer. With this film it is possible for 
us to provide our users, within minutes, 
with a listing by subject of the reports 
in our collection. Among the advantages 
of computer output microfilm are a 95% 
reduction in bulk, low cost of film dupli- 
cation (about $1.00 per 100-ft roll), and 
the ease of handling microfilm as con- 
trasted to the large and heavy paper 
printouts. Microfilm has its limitations, 
of course; but where the equipment is 
available, or where 
can be obtained at 
might be well worth 
tain applications. 
an outside service 
reasonable cost, it 
considering for cer- 
External Data Bases 
All of the systems described thus far 
have made use of data bases compiled 
within the UAC Library System. In re- 
cent years, several outside bibliographic 
services have become available on mag- 
netic tape, on sale or lease, which can 
presumably be manipulated by the user 
in any way desired. Naturally, the ques- 
tion arose whether we should make use 
of some of these outside services. 
Our experience with such tapes has 
been so limited that it would be unfair 
to mention the specific sample tapes we 
obtained and any conclusions would cer- 
tainly be premature. Our general im- 
pression, however, was that such tapes are 
generally the by-product of a system 
which was designed to do some specific 
job, and they may or may not be well 
suited to one's own particular applica- 
tion. While it would be presumptuous, 
on the basis of our limited experience, 
to make any judgments about the use- 
fulness of specific services, it is suggested 
that if you are considering committing 
your organization to the lease of such a 
service it might be prudent to make sure 
that a search program suitable to your 
specific planned application is available. 
If you have to write your own search 
program, the costs will, of course, be 
that much higher. I would also suggest 
that a healthy skepticism is your best de- 
fense against possible disappointment, 
and that a decision to organize a system 
of vour own around an external data 
base service should be made in the cer- 
tain knowledge that changes will inevi- 
tably occur, in coverage, format and 
price. If this is acceptable, and there is 
a service available which offers a fairly 
close match to your needs, it might be 
worth exploring. 
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Journal Usage Survey 
Method and Application 
Dianne C. Langlois and Jeanne V. Von Schulz 
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, 
Silver Spring, Md. 20910 
A survey of the R. E. Gibson Li- 
brary's journal collection was conducted 
to determine 1) which journal titles 
could be discontinued, 2) which journal 
holdings could be moved to remote stor- 
age, and 3) which journal holdings 
could be converted to microfilm. Totals 
were maintained for three areas of jour- 
nal usage according to: 1) the number 
of times patrons used current issues, 2) 
the number of times the journal issues 
were reshelved by library staff, and 3) 
the number of times that journals were 
cited in articles by Applied Physics Lab- 
oratory (APL) authors. The survey re- 
sulted in a 9.6y0 reduction in journal 
subscriptions which, in effect, added 
7.5% additional shelf space in which to 
display journals. Further studies of the 
accumulated data are being made to de- 
termine which holdings will be sent to a 
remote storage area which is under con- 
struction. The survey data have been 
and will continue to be consulted before 
any journals are converted to microfilm. 
THE R. E. GIBSON Library at the Ap- 
plied Physics Laboratory of The Johns 
Hopkins University serves the informa- 
tional needs of some 2,600 staff members, 
1,300 of whom are professional level. 
The varied research projects being con- 
ducted by the Laboratory require the 
Library's collections to include material 
in the physical and engineering sciences, 
especially the fields of aeronautical, 
mechanical, and electrical engineering, 
aerodynamics, computing science, elec- 
tronics, geophysics, mathematics, and 
medicine. 
During the past several years, the R. E. 
Gibson Library has been confronted 
with the difficulties resulting from the 
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information explosion, inflation, and an 
increasing trend of diversification in re- 
search. These problems have been of 
particular concern to the Serials Depart- 
ment. As the journal collection began ex- 
panding beyond the budget and physical 
confines of the library, the need to main- 
tain a manageable yet relevant collection 
became more acute than ever before. It 
was imperative, therefore, that we seek 
ways to meet this challenge without ad- 
versely affecting users. 
It  was decided that a survey would 
be the most effective means of eval- 
uating the library's journal collec- 
tion. Its objective was to determine 
whether or not the collection was mak- 
ing a significant contribution to the 
Laboratory's research activities, and it 
was designed to answer specific ques- 
tions: 1) Which journal titles can be 
discontinued? 2) Which journal holdings 
can be moved to storage? 3) Which hold- 
ings can be converted to microfilm with- 
out inconveniencing users? 
Preliminary Investigations 
In organizing our survey, we first in- 
vestigated the methods employed by 
other libraries to study journal usage. 
The  most popular of these included the 
study of photocopy requests and circula- 
tion figures, the use of a questionnaire, 
and the analysis of journals reshelved by 
library staff. The  R. E. Gibson Library's 
operating policy automatically precluded 
our conducting a survey exclusively by 
any one of these methods. Our periodical 
collection is open to all users,-but none 
of the issues, bound or unbound, circu- 
lates. Instead, the library has two self- 
service photocopying machines which al- 
low users to copy articles required for 
retention. Thus, circulation figures can- 
not be totaled, nor can pho~ocopy re- 
quests be analyzed. A questionnaire, 
while probably the most complete type 
of survey form, did not seem desirable 
either. Since we were interested only in 
knowing which titles and years were be- 
ing used, the detailed infbrmation pro- 
vided by a questionnaire would not have 
been needed for this survey. 
Survevs conducted bv &her libraries 
are valuable guides for pointing out gen- 
eral trends in journal usage, but results 
are not entirefv transferable. Since each 
institution has its own characteristic in- 
formation requirements, we felt that it 
was necessary to conduct our own sur- 
vey which would reflect the unique re- 
quirements of our users before taking 
actions as potentially serious as discon- 
tinuing a journal subscription. 
Methods 
The  periodical collection of the R. E. 
Gibson Library contains about 800 titles. 
Because of other demands on staff time 
Figure 1 .  Mimeographed Response Card 
Showing Three Marks Made by Users 
The Library is conducting a survey 
concerning usage of journal titles. 
Please indicate use of this journal 
by makinga single stroke on this 
card. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
and for reasons of expediency, our sur- 
vey did not include abstract and index 
journals, reference journals, current 
awareness journals (i.e., Current Con- 
tents), and newsletters. As a result of 
these omissions, 500 of the total 800 
titles were reviewed. 
Several methods were employed to 
gather data during the survey. Each was 
designed to gain the most information 
without placing an unreasonable burden 
on either the users or the Serials Depart- 
ment. First, in order to study the use of 
current issues, a mimeographed card was 
attached to the most recent issue of each 
journal. This card contained a notice of 
the survey and requested that users place 
a single mark on the card each time the 
journal was used. As additional issues 
were put on display, these response cards 
were stapled to the covers (Figure 1). 
Secondly, to gather data on non-cur- 
rent issues, users were requested not to 
reshelve journals, bound or unbound, 
that were used in the library. Several 
times a day, the staff collected the jour- 
nals from reading tables and book trucks 
and recorded each title and year before 
shelving. 
Concurrent with the start of the sur- 
vey, steps were taken to gain the cooper- 
ation of patrons. An announcement ex- 
plaining the purpose and design of the 
survey was placed in our monthly pub- 
lication, the APL Library Bulletin, 
which is received by about 700 Labora- 
tory staff members, or about half of the 
professional staff. Also, signs were placed 
on reading tables and at the photocopy- 
ing machines, reminding patrons not to 
shelve journals during the survey period. 
Gaining the cooperation of users con- 
cerned us at first, but it soon became ap- 
parent that our patrons were not only 
interested in the future of the library's 
journal collection but were more than 
willing to participate. Many users 
stopped by the Serials Department to 
discuss the methods and purpose of the 
survey with the staff. Others hastened to 
warn us that even though there were 
only a few marks on a particular re- 
sponse card, the journal was neverthe- 
less an excellent one. Still others asked 
for progress reports on their favorite 
titles. In addition, we noticed a drastic 
increase in the number of journals to be 
shelved; the volume easily doubled as 
users complied with our request not to 
shelve journals. Although there is no 
quantitative method for determining the 
extent of cooperation, we feel confident 
from the users' reactions and comments 
that the majority of those using the li- 
brary were participating. 
Expansion of Survey 
The  two primary methods for gather- 
ing data on current and non-current 
journal issues (response cards and re- 
shelving) were informative, but we real- 
ized that these methods would not pro- 
vide all of the desired information. 
Therefore, the survey was expanded. 
First, to account in part for fluctuations 
in research activities throughout the 
year, reprints of journal articles by Lab- 
oratory authors over a three-year period 
were reviewed. Each time one of the li- 
brary's journals was referenced in a re- 
print, the title and year of the journal 
were recorded. T o  signify that this infor- 
mation represented a citation from a re- 
print, these records were designated by a 
different code. In addition, each internal 
request for a photocopy of a journal ar- 
ticle was recorded. 
Figure 2. Index Card Used to Record Survey 
Data 
ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF 
AMERICA. JOURNAL 
Record-Keeping System 
Many libraries have employed the 
computer to compile statistics, but we 
felt that this additional expenditure of 
time and money was unwarranted. The  
volume of data was not prohibitive for 
a manual system, and satisfactory figures 
could be derived without the ~roblems 
I 
of program writing, inputing, and de- 
bugging. 
Our record-keeping system was straight- 
forward. As iournals were shelved. their 
titles were typed on index cards and 
space was allowed for recording by year 
the number of times the journal was 
used. A check mark ( V )  was used to in- 
dicate either a photocopy request or the 
use of a journal in the library, whereas a 
citation from a reprint was denoted by 
the letter "R" (Figure 2). 
Figure 2 shows that three 1972 issues 
of the Acoustical Society of America 
Journal were displayed during the sur- 
vey period; that the three issues were 
used by twelve people; that the journal 
title was cited five times in reprints; and 
that journal issues covering -a five-year 
period (1968172) were used in the li- 
brary a total of 26 times. 
After 2% months, it was decided that 
a sufficient sampling had been taken and 
the response cards were removed from 
the current issues. As these cards were 
removed, one of them was marked with 
the title and the remainder for that par- 
ticular title were stapled to it. After all 
of the response cards had been collected, 
the results were noted on the index 
cards. Totals were then compiled ac- 
cording to: 
1.  T h e  number  of response cards and 
the number  of replies they contained. 
These data, covering current-year us- 
age, formed the basis for our renewal 
decisions. 
2. T h e  number  of times a non-current 
or back year of a journal was used. 
These statistics on non-current usage 
will assist us in determining which 
journals can be stored as well as 
which titles can be converted to mi- 
crofilm. 
3. T h e  total number  of times each jour- 
nal was used. 
This information has given us some 
insight into general trends of reader 
behavior. 
We also prepared a list of journal ti- 
tles in descending order by frequency of 
usage, summarizing the results of the 
survey (See Appendix 1, p.244, for a list- 
ing of 50 of the 500 titles surveyed). 
Patron Participation 
Although the totals in categories 1) 
and 3) above would probably have been 
sufficient to determine which journal 
subscriptions warranted renewal, we de- 
cided ;o proceed one step further. In  
keeping with the library's policy to have 
patrons participate in decisions that di- 
rectly affect them, a questionnaire was 
published in the APL Library Bulletin. 
This questionnaire included a list of 
journal titles which did not seem to war- 
rant renewal. Readers were asked to 
mark those with which they were famil- 
iar according to their degree of useful- 
ness. Based on redies, a second list of 
1 . journals to be discontinued was com- 
piled. As a final precaution, and to in- 
sure that no journal listed was necessary 
for research, a notice was affixed to each, 
stating the Library's intention to discon- 
tinue it at the end of the year and invit- 
ing those who disagreed to discuss the 
matter with the librarian. It  is believed 
that these extra efforts helped to guar- 
antee that the collection would, indeed, 
reflect the informational needs of the 
users. 
Effectiveness 
The  extent to which the survey af- 
fected the serials collection is proof of 
its usefulness. First, it was possible to 
discontinue 49 titles, representing a 
9.6y0 reduction in the collection sur- 
veyed, or a 6% reduction in the entire 
collection. Cancellation of these 49 sub- 
scriptions provided 7.5y0 additionaI 
shelf space in which to display journals. 
A cost savings of 6y0 was also realized. 
Another im~or t an t  asDect of this reduc- 
1 
tion in the journal collection is that an 
esthetic arrangement of current issues, 
as well as easy access, is now possible. 
Many users prefer to help themselves, 
and the overcrowding and resulting con- 
fusion had discouraged maximum utili- 
zation of the collection. 
Storage 
The  information gained from the sur- 
vey on the use of current and non-cur- 
rent issues will also assist in deciding 
which titles to send to storage. Over- 
crowding in the area where bound jour- 
nals are shelved has increased sharpIy 
during the past several years and a stor- 
age area for less-used holdings is now 
being planned. Since this area will be 
relatively inaccessible, it is necessary to 
select titles which will be needed only 
occasionally. The  survey has made it 
possible to identify those titles seldom 
used. 
Microfilm 
In order to reduce the space required 
to contain the collection, the library is 
regularly converting some of its hold- 
ings to microfilm. During this conver- 
sion, it has been the policy to choose 
archival titles that are not heavily in de- 
Figure 3. Journal of Chemical Physics Usage 
1933/49 
, .-,, 
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS 
Figure 4. Review of Scientific Instruments 
Usage 1930/49 
g;; 72 71 10 BB BB 67 58 REVIEW 65 64 OF 63 SClENTlFlC 62 YEAR 61 BO INSTRUMENTS 50 58 57 58 65 54 53 62 51 10 
mand. In carrying out this program, a 
series of graphs were prepared, based on 
the information obtained during the 
survey. Two of these graphs, shown in 
Figures 3 and 4, have been reconstructed 
to illustrate how the survey data assisted 
in determining which titles to purchase 
on microfilm. The graph in Figure 3 
shows the breakdown for use of Journal 
o f  Chemical Physics. Based on the de- 
creasing demand for this journal, micro- 
film was substituted for hard copy for 
the period 1933/49. With this pur- 
chase, five feet of space were gained.' The 
graph in Figure 4 shows the decrease of 
use with age for Reuiew of Scientific Zn- 
struments. It was decided that the years 
1930149 would be purchased on micro- 
film, resulting in three feet of additional 
storage space.* Graphs such as those 
in Figures 3 and 4 will be prepared for 
all journals which are being considered 
for conversion to microfilm. 
Conclusion 
Certainly there were flaws in the de- 
sign of the survey; for example, the time 
period was relatively short. The survey, 
+ An approximation, since the journals were 
shifted when hard copy was removed. 
however, was intended to serve only as 
an aid to the librarian, not as a means 
of dictating decisions. Another short- 
coming was that the use of journals on 
microfilm was not recorded. As the mi- 
crofilm conversion program expands, 
this segment of the collection will have 
to be taken into consideration. 
Despite these drawbacks, it is believed 
that the survey accomplished the main 
purposes with minimum effort and ex- 
pense. The accumulated data have en- 
abled the staff to perceive trends in jour- 
nal usage and to interpret the users' 
needs more realistically. Maintaining a 
manageable and relevant collection will 
always present challenges to the Serials 
Department staff, but now future actions 
regarding renewal policies, storage of 
journals, and microfilm conversion will 
be based on facts instead of instinct. 
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Appendix 1. Journal Usage Figures in Descending Order 
Rank T d c  
Armed Forcer Jovrnal 
Computer 
IEEE Tram on Commun#car#on T ~ r h n o l o w  
Journal of Mu#"*  Research 
Journal of Thcorc fu l  Biology 
Phv'lcr Today 
Amcrtcan Chemical Soclew Journal 
Elcnronlc Dntgn 
Journal of Mathcmat8cal Analysn and Awl#oatmonr 
Undersea Technology 
AcadCmle dcr Sc~enar Com~fes  Randus Sdmr A and 8 
8,ophyrlcal Journal 
IEEE Trans on Macrowave Theorv and Tcchnology 
IEEE Journal on Solid State Cvcults 
Mlchlnc os,,pl 
Mechanical Engineering 
ocean, 
Royal Society of London Phllosophlcal Tranractlonr 
seapawe, 
8lowlenoc 
Exp"mnta1  Eye Research 
IEE P r o c r r d l w  
Mmne Technology Sae8efy Journal 
hdcancr 
ACM Cornmun#carlon~ 
ACM Journal 
Ar f raphy~ la  2nd space Semence 
The Pollution of Information 
Do Attempts to Systematize the Flow of 
Information Assist or Impede the Flow? 
Frank E. McKenna 
Special Libraries Association, New York 10003 
- -- - 
Pollution of natural resources such as 
information is the result of inefficient 
use of those resources and misplacement 
of those resources after use. Information 
workers must make judgments or assign 
priorities to information to ensure its 
use to serve the cause of a humane ra- 
tionality. 
POLLUTION of our natural resources 
is said to be the unavoidable result of a 
high standard of living; of economic, 
agricultural, and industrial growth; and 
of the rapid increase in the population 
of the world. Abatement of pollution is 
Presented Oct 27, 1972, as the keynote ad- 
dress of the 1972 Symposium of Senmon 
Toshokan Kyogikai, Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation (Japan), at the Nihon Toshi Center, 
Tokyo, during the Twentieth Anniversary 
Meeting of Sen-To-Kyo. The  original oral 
presentation was immeasurably assisted by 
the simultaneous translation into Japa- 
nese by Mr. Hitoshi Inoue, Nomura Re- 
search Institute of Technology and Eco- 
nomics, Tokyo. Initial publication as "Joho 
no kogai-Joho ryutsu no shisutemuka no 
keizai ni tsuite" in Senmon Toshokan (no. 
51) :  21-26 (1972). Financial support by the 
visiting professorship program of the Nihon 
Gakujutsu Shinkokai (Japan Society for the 
Promotion of Science) is gratefully acknowl- 
edged. 
decried as inadequate, expensiv~, hope- 
less-and sometimes even unnecessary. 
Pollution is rarely discussed as a general 
phenomenon except as an inevitable evil 
of affluent societies. A lack of under- 
standing has contributed to fear and to 
an attitude of helplessness. Pollution can 
be discussed objectively; economists have 
done so by describing its results and 
costs. 
Remember that information is a nat- 
ural resource. No one has yet suggested 
that sources of information have been 
polluted-or that the flow of informa- 
tion has been slowed down by pollution 
during information flow. No one has 
been brave enough to suggest that some 
of the attempts to solve the information 
problem - to systematize information 
and the flow of information-have ac- 
tually impeded our efforts to give better, 
more efficient information services to 
our clients. 
Anything in excessive amounts can be 
a pollutant. Too many medicines can 
poison a sick person instead of curing 
him. Too many attempts to handle the 
flow of information may poison our 
minds because we do not have time to 
analyze carefully the claims of those or- 
ganizations that offer their information 
service for a fee. 
Inefficiency Causes Pollution 
I contend that pollution of natural re- 
sources, such as information, is the direct 
result of inefficiency in the use of our 
material and energy resources and of the 
misplacement of -those resources after 
use. Pollution of information is not the 
necessary result of high living standards, 
urbanization, industrialization, agricul- 
ture, or population growth. 
The  attention of all people is focused 
on those pollution problems which most 
directly and immediately threaten life 
and beauty. Pollution of air and water 
is the most obvious; pesticide residues, 
solid wastes, thermal pollution, food 
contamination, and others are secondary 
in degree although not in kind. 
Many persons have discussed the so- 
called "information explosion"-but no 
one has even suggested that the informa- 
tion itself may be polluted before the ex- 
plosion occurs-that too much pseudo- 
information is distributed which does 
not and cannot increase man's knowl- 
edge. 
Perhaps we should look at the most 
fundamental question of all: Who owns 
information? Who owns published data? 
Are the data even worth owning or pub- 
lishing? 
Because data are often lost or because 
data become inaccessible, organizations 
that finance data collection should re- 
quire that data be made available to 
others by deposit in the data bank of a 
specialized library. 
Question the Data 
A more fundamental question than 
who should own the data is: "Are the 
data even worth owning?" Unfortu- 
nately, the answer is usually an embar- 
rassing and costly "No." The  problem 
usually lies in lack of knowledge about 
the trustworthiness of the data. Meas- 
ures of uncertaintv of data are usuallv 
not published. Even when they are pub- 
lished, they are themselves generally un- 
trustworthy. Fewer than 1% of research 
workers clearly understand the statistical 
techniques that they commonly invoke. 
An even smaller number of information 
workers understand the statistical tech- 
niques. 
The  U.S. National Bureau of Stand- 
ards estimates that from 50y0 to more 
than 90% of the published raw data 
available cannot, in fact, be used to pro- 
duce trustworthy, evaluated results for 
the physical properties of scientific ma- 
terials. 
I t  is clear that much further education 
in data analysis, presentation of results, 
and the need to call in a statistician is 
necessary before a high proportion of 
published data can be properly used for 
more than qualitative purposes. Who 
needs the additional education? Obvi- 
ously, the original authors do. But in 
special libraries we also need education 
in special fields so that we can recognize 
the pollution of information before we 
spend more money in distributing data 
which have already been polluted at 
their very source. 
The  relations between society-at-large 
and specialized information are infi- 
nitely complex. It  is not suggested here 
that science is the only area where there 
are information sources. The  same prob- 
lems exist in the arts and humanities- 
and in all of mankind's endeavors. But 
because science is more organized, it is 
easier to find examples. 
Creating Facts 
In  both scientific and non-scientific 
fields one often enters regions of abstract 
information where it is easy to be mis- 
led. Out of the original observations 
come research reports which, when ac- 
cepted by one's peers, create facts. Fan- 
tastic numbers of facts are created. A 
large number of those facts are obsolete 
in 5 to 10 years. The  few facts that sur- 
vive do so because they are useful, and 
are productive of new facts and innova- 
tions which lead away from them so that 
their initial roles may even be forgotten. 
All of this growth of facts from other 
facts-the sifting and discarding-are so- 
cially conditioned. One can appreciate 
this if we realize that these research re- 
ports and publications are an important 
kind of pe7-sonal P I -ope~ t y  that influences 
the scientist's standing, promotion and 
salary. The  temptation to cut corners is 
there and so is the possibility of the cor- 
ruption of information. 
Society's Role in Information 
Human society is continuously chang- 
ing. So do our information needs. But 
the collectors of information must be 
able to anticipate the direction of change 
in our own specific societies and in our 
worldwide society. 
For society's purposes, information 
must be credible; it must be interpreted; 
and it must be appropriately packaged. 
The wise society, like the wise indi- 
vidual, does not act without attempting 
to determine what the consequences of 
its action might be. On all sides there is 
concrete evidence that society has failed 
-and continues to fail-to be wise. 
Some of these failures are literally em- 
bedded in concrete-the concrete of 
'highways that have uprooted popula- 
tions and changed the character of towns 
and jam our cities, the concrete of dams 
that have now become ecological disas- 
ters. Other failures are found in the pol- 
lution of streams, in urban ghettos, in 
blackouts and brownouts, in ill-fed and 
poorly educated children. Why have so 
many technical achievements resulted in 
so many technological errors? In some 
instances only inadequate information 
was available before construction began. 
In other instances. the available infor- 
mation was interpreted in a one-sided 
manner-and biased information was 
presented so as to favor one point of 
view. Who pollutes such information? 
Government agencies and corporations 
are at fault-im~ersonal bureaucracies. 
A bureaucracy consists of individuals; 
and it is the individuals who pollute in- 
formation, often for their own personal 
glorification. 
The national administration and the 
state and local administrations have now 
said that they will repair the damage of 
past imprudence and will ensure that 
future decisions are wise ones. This 
should not be a partisan political goal, 
but a goal of the entire society, one that 
should be endorsed by every citizen. But 
this author is skeptical that the poli- 
ticians will keep their promises, and that 
all of the citizens possess real and endur- 
ing information about the problems. 
Technology in Society 
Some say that technology has been 
disastrous, and that technology has led 
to all the evils of society. Quite the con- 
trary. Technology has been responsible 
for the material virtues of society, mak- 
ing it  possible for some parts of the 
world's population to achieve a high 
standard of living, and pointing the way 
to peace and material abundance for all. 
Although the misuse of technology has 
contributed to some of today's problems, 
the future can be improved only th ro~gh  
better informed societies. 
Is there a magic ingredient that will 
ensure that changing societies make wise 
decisions? 
1. Information is needed to tell us what 
society is like now, how rapidly and 
in what ways it is changing, and what 
alternatives to present practices exist 
or can be found. 
2. Social Analysis is needed to determine 
what relations exist between current 
actions and future effects, to weigh 
the merits of alternative systems, to 
derive practical and achievable goals 
for our societies, and to determine 
how best to allocate finite resources 
to attain these goals. 
3. Well-Informed Decision Makers must 
have access to the information they 
need, have available the results of 
analyses, and have alternative courses 
of action for their consideration. The 
public must never be forgotten. The 
public is the consumer and the bene- 
ficiary of good information. But the 
public is the victim of bad informa- 
tion. 
4. Appropriate Institutions are needed 
to ensure that decisions can be put 
into practice. These institutions take 
many forms-political institutions, fi- 
nancial institutions, legal institutions, 
and educational institutions. 
Our Global Village 
In 1969 the Organization for Eco- 
nomic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) appointed an Ad Hoc Group on 
Scientific and Technical Information to 
advise OECD member states on informa- 
tion policy. The  ad hoc group concluded 
in its earliest deliberations that policy 
for information in  science and technol- 
ogy could not be considered separately 
from policy for science and technology, 
which in turn could not be separated 
from policy for economic growth and 
other social goals. The  task of the group 
thus became an examination of the in- 
formation needs of the changing society 
that constitutes our global village.' 
Some of the conclusions in the OECD 
report are: 
Available scientific and technological 
information must be used more effec- 
tively in the future in making public 
policy, applying technology, and devel- 
oping science. 
Proper handling of information must 
not be regarded as an administrative 
or mechanical matter to be considered 
apart from R&D strategy. 
Effective formulation of public policy 
demands the use of scientific and tech- 
nological information in conjunction 
with social, economic, and political in- 
formation. 
Information systems designed for re- 
search workers for their own require- 
ments are inadequate for users in other 
disciplines and in technology. 
Systematic information requirements of 
industrial technology, in comparison 
with the requirements of basic science, 
have been ieglected by governments. 
Traditional, discipline-oriented infor- 
mation systems are not effective in tack- 
ling multidisciplinary social problems. 
Greater emphasis on quality control is 
needed to ensure that information is 
not misleading without extensive inter- 
  re tat ion. 
Existing information systems are at an 
experimental level of development and 
will remain so for many years. 
Demands of modern information sys- 
tems are creating new professions and 
skills for which organized training is 
not yet adequate. 
* The OECD report, Information for a 
Changing Society, was published in 1971. 
In the U.S. it is available from the OECD 
Publications Center, 1750 Pennsylvania Ave., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 
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Information systems of the future must 
be dynamic, capable of educating, and 
adaptable to the changing educational 
systems of the world. 
National self-sufficiency in scientific and 
technical information is not a realistic 
policy alternative for any nation, even 
the largest. 
Smaller nations, especially those not us- 
ing a major world language, have spe- 
cial problems in obtaining access to the 
world's scientific and technological lit- 
erature. 
Exploiting Information 
For many years it was tacitly assumed 
that science is a good thing and that sci- 
ence is automatically and ineuitably a 
good thing. In recent years we have also 
assumed that information and informa- 
tion transfer is a good thing. 
But the virtue of science has been 
challenged. In the Jun 4, 1971 issue of 
Science there is the statement: 
" W e  liue in  a technological culture, 
and that culture is in  trouble. Recent 
essays, that haue explored the rela- 
tionship between modern science and 
the history and psychology of techno- 
logical man, haue generally concluded 
that the scientist's quantifying, value- 
free orientation has left h i m  helpless 
to auoid (and often a willing partner 
in)  the use of science for exploitation 
and destructive ends." 
When will we-as information work- 
ers-be accused as willing partners i n  
the use of information for exploitation 
and for destructive ends? We need not 
wait. We are already being criticized. In 
the May 1971 issue of Physics Today, 
Dr. Murray Gell-Mann (a Nobel Laure- 
ate) has written: 
"Some of our most successful insti- 
tutions are in  trouble, under attack, 
and even despised, sometimes by in- 
tellectuals and frequently by educated 
young people. . . . 
"There  are the unfortunate eflects 
of carelessly diflused technology. . . . 
These eflects are interpreted, and 
quite correctly, as being connected 
with a kind of narrow rationalty, that 
takes into account i n  decision-making 
only things that are very easy to quan- 
tify, and sets equal to zero things that 
are hard t o  quantify. . . . W e  see 
facts and figures marshalled i n  huge 
arrays that have failed somehow to 
include inputs from common or from 
human  values." 
Human Values in Information 
The twin Associations, Special Librar- 
ies Association in North America and 
Senmon Toshokan Kyogikai in Japan, 
cannot continue to say simply that we 
organize information. 
We must broaden and deepen our 
purposes. We must affirm that we seek 
to assist in the development of proce- 
dures whose basic purpose is to assure 
that the awesome power of information 
and human knowledge be brought to 
serve the cause of a humane rationality. 
We must emphasize the importance of 
human, of natural and of spiritual val- 
ues. All must be given due consideration 
if we are to develop and preserve our 
cultures as worthy of our potentialities. 
We can no longer hide behind the 
pretense that we have no concern with 
values as we handle information. Judg- 
ments on priorities must be made. 
These judgments cannot be safely left 
to a few highly placed individuals-sci- 
ence or business advisors to a President 
or to a Prime Minister, budget officials, 
or appointed heads of government agen- 
cies. Such persons are often selected be- 
cause of political considerations. Often 
they have caused today's problems be- 
cause they did not have the vision yes- 
terday to think of today. As a result they 
may be mentally too old to deal with 
tomorrow's critical problems today. 
Our national information resources 
(even though they may be polluted) and 
our international information resources 
must never be paralyzed by the compli- 
cations of devising systems and proce- 
dures. Our information networks must 
be sensitive to the needs of men, and 
quickly responsive to the requirements 
of our cultures-truly rational but 
truly humane. 
Above all else, we must NOT pollute 
OURSELVES! All human beings have 
an inborn ability to make things more 
complicated. And there is always the in- 
terior wish to be considered more impor- 
tant than someone else. 
Special librarians-indeed, all librar- 
ians and information workers-like to 
organize new committees and new associ- 
ations. We like to schedule new confer- 
ences instead of adding strength to our 
existing meetings. 
Those in government think that they 
are most important; but they often do 
not respond adequately to the informa- 
tion needs of their real employers-the 
taxpayers. Those in universities and col- 
leges think that they are most important; 
they often think that their academic li- 
braries are important because they col- 
lect deposits of knowledge. They may be- 
come upset if a user wants the informa- 
tion today instead of tomorrow. 
Those in business and industry think 
they are most important; because they 
are close to where profits are made. And 
they too often forget that they must in- 
fluence their employers to provide finan- 
cial support to the others-in the form 
of substantial contributions. 
Knowledge of any kind-scientific, hu- 
manistic, technological or philosophical 
-can be used both for good results and 
for bad results. 
The realms of human knowledge, of 
human imaginings, of human relation- 
ships, of human inspirations are essen- 
tially unlimited. 
We are not impotent. We-as infor- 
mation workers-can cause change. That 
change can be for the betterment of 
mankind or it can be for the further pol- 
lution of mankind. 
The organizing committee for the 
Twentieth Anniversary Conference of 
Sen-To-Kyo had asked me to speak about 
"The Systematization of Information 
Flow." For this presentation, I chose the 
title "The Pollution of Information." 
I am guilty in that I have neither sat- 
isfied the wishes of the program com- 
mittee nor have I adhered to the title 
which I selected. I have brought ques- 
tions; you must wait for someone who 
has more wisdom to bring answers to 
our common problems. The wise an- 
swers must give consideration to the 
ethics, to the customs, to the habits, to 
the capabilities, and to the humanistic 
desires of the citizens of our countries. 
Ethical-Technical Problems 
I cannot identify any person or group 
who today combines the technical knowl- 
edge with the ethical sympathies that 
are needed to develop the ultimate an- 
swers to our common problems. May I 
list twelve "things" that we all must re- 
member? If we work in harmony with 
these twelve "things," we may find an- 
swers to our problems: 
the value of time 
the success of perseverance 
the pleasure of work 
the dignity of simplicity 
the worth of character 
the power of kindness 
the influence of example 
the obligation of duty 
the wisdom of economy 
the virtue of patience 
the improvement of talent, and 
the joy of innovation. 
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SLA Election Returns 
EDYTHE MOORE has been elected to 
the office of President-Elect of the Associa- 
tion for 1973174; and Roger M. Martin, to 
Chairman-Elect of the Advisory Council. 
Janet M. Rigney was elected to a three-year 
term (1973176) as Treasurer. The  two new 
Directors, elected for 1973176, are Robert L. 
Klassen and Marian Lechner. 
The  1973174 Board of Directors will hold 
its first meeting in Pittsburgh on Friday, 
Jun 15. Gilles Frappier automatically suc- 
ceeds Edward G. Strable as President, and 
Mr. Strable will serve on the Board as Past 
President. Mary McNierney Grant succeeds 
Zoe L. Cosgrove as Chairman of the Advisory 
Council. Mark H. Baer and Molete More- 
lock will serve the third year of their three- 
year terms (1971174) as Directors. Anne C. 
Roess and Charles H. Stevens will serve the 
second of their three-year terms (1972175) as 
Directors. 
SLA and GPO Summarized 
At the SLA Winter meeting Jan 25-27, 
1973, the Board accepted a proposed state- 
ment on the inadequacies of the U.S. Gov- 
ernment Printing Office. The  letter, which 
was sent Jan 50 to appropriate persons, ap- 
peared in Special Libraries 64 (no.3): 157 
(Mar 1973). As of Apr 16, 1973, replies have 
been received from Leonard T. Golden, 
acting deputy public printer [printed in Spe- 
cial Libraries 64 (no.4): 208-211 (Apr 1973)l; 
Rep. John Brademas, member, Joint Com- 
mittee on Printing; Senator Hubert H. 
Humphrey; Rep. Jack Brooks, chairman, 
Government Activities Subcommittee of the 
Committee on Government Operation; Jo- 
seph Laitin, assistant to the director, Office 
of Management and Budget. Responses have 
not been received from President Nixon, 
Senator Ervin, Senator McGee, Rep. Tower, 
or the Acting Superintendent of Documents. 
The  SLA letter was inserted in the Rec- 
ord of Hearings on the Nomination of 
Thomas F. McCormick (previously general 
manager, Maqua Co., a wholly owned sub- 
sidiary of General Electric Co., Schenectady, 
N.Y.) as Public Printer. Mr. McCormick's 
nomination was confirmed by the Senate Feb 
8, 1973. 
The  ALA Government Documents Round 
Table went on record as endorsing SLA's 
statement on the GPO and so stated in a let- 
ter also inserted in the Record. 
SLA S tate-of-the-Art Reviews 
The first two reports in SLA's new state- 
of-the-art review series have been published 
and are available from the SLA Order De- 
partment. 
Ladendorf, Janice / The Chamging Role 
of the Special Librarian in Industry, Busi- 
ness and Government. New York, SpeciaI 
Libraries Association, 1973. 30p. $3.90. SLA 
State-of-the-Art Review No.1. 
With the onset of the information explo- 
sion, the role of the special librarian began 
to change. While his service goals remained 
the same, new techniques had to be devel- 
oped to cope with the flood of published 
literature. Both networking and information 
science represent predictable reesponses to 
this situation. Information science offers a 
new technique-the computer, a new 
method-management analysis, and a new 
approach to the problem of evaluation. 
Much research needs to be done on all as- 
pects of the special librarian's role. In par- 
ticular, the problem of evaluating informa- 
tion services on the user's terms needs to be 
thoroughly explored. 
Christianson, Elin / Paraprofessional and 
Nonprofessional Sta8 in Special Libraries. 
New York, Special Libraries Association, 
1973. 69p. $4.80. SLA State-of-the-Art Re- 
view No.2. 
Research on nonprofessional personnel in 
special libraries is reviewed with particular 
emphasis on the emerging paraprofessional 
(library technical assistant) category, and 
conclusions are drawn from relevant research 
on paraprofessionals in other human service 
fields which may have implications of im- 
portance to special librarians. 
LTA programs have spread rapidly in 
some states in the past few years. Surveys of 
these programs have found that they differ 
greatly in size and curriculum and that the 
mortality rate for the newer programs is 
high. 
While research on LTA graduates has 
been limited because of the few traceable 
graduates and their relatively short job his- 
tories, measures have been made of their em- 
ployment by type of library, salary ranges, 
and typical duties. Some data have been 
gathered but more is needed on the value of 
LTA training in job effectiveness, the levels 
of responsibility given to LTAs, possible 
competition for professional positions, and 
the role of the LTA in the special library 
environment. 
There is growing interest in the nonpro- 
fessional as a component of special library 
manpower and this interest is reflected in 
recent library manpower studies which in- 
clude nonprofessionals. Of particular interest 
is a stud; of manpower in health sciences 
libraries which determined staffing patterns 
by type of library, educational and experi- 
ential backgrounds, and involvement in pro- 
fessional and nonprofessional tasks foP both 
professional and nonprofessional personnel. 
Although this and other studies indicate 
that nonprofessionals enter special libraries 
without prior library work or subject experi- 
ence, they also indicate that there is a rec- 
ognized need for education of the nonpro- 
fessional and an expressed desire by many 
librarians for nonp;ofessionals with junior 
college education or prior library experience. 
One approach to training for nonprofes- 
sionals was developed in a project which 
tested on-the-job instructional packages. Two 
packages-one on reference tools and one on 
Russ ian-~n~l ish  transliteration-were given 
limited tests and found to be both effective 
and popular means of training. 
The  concept of task analysis is being ap- 
plied to library work and shows promise of 
being of great value in the efficient utiliza- 
tion of manpower through restructuring of 
jobs to better fit training and experience, 
more relevant training for all levels, and a 
better overall understanding of the work in 
which library personnel are engaged. 
Experience with paraprofessionals in nurs- 
ing, mental health and social services, and 
education make it clear that professional li- 
brarians must turn their atteition to profes- 
sional goals and clear definitions of the spe- 
cific functions which the professional should 
perform to meet these goals. 
Almost every aspect of nonprofessional 
personnel in special libraries needs adequate 
research but two areas in particular call for 
prompt and careful attention: 
The collection of personnel statistics 
on a national, subject and regional or 
local basis. 
Careful consideration of professional 
goals and definitions of the professional 
role in light of the division of duties 
recommended by task analysis studies. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
CHAPTERS & DIVISIONS 
Alabama-The Chapter's fall meeting was 
held Sep 22 at Fort Benning, Georgia. After 
a welcome by Marianna Harrison (Hum- 
RRO Division 4) and Thomas Green (In- 
fantry School Librarian) and a briefing on 
Infantry School activities, members took a 
tour of the Infantry School library. After 
lunch a briefing and program at HumRRO 
Division 4/Human Research Unit was held. 
Boston-The Chapter's Education Commit- 
tee sponsored a meeting Jan 11 featuring 
Dr. John Rothman (director of Library and 
Information Services, New York Times) on 
the New York Times Information Bank and 
Robert Shank (senior marketing representa- 
tive, Institute for Scientific Information) on 
Social Science Citation Index. 
C o l o r a d e T h e  Chapter's Nov meeting fea- 
tured a demonstration of the Lockheed On- 
Line Retrieval System and a visit in the 
NOAA Library in Boulder. 
The Chapter met Jan 17 at the new Bell 
Telephone Laboratory Library in Denver. 
At a joint dinner meeting with ASIS, 
American Records Management Association 
and National Microfilm Association, Dr. 
Hans Scheuter (Dow Chemical Co.) spoke 
on "The Science of Holography." 
Connecticut Valley-The Chapter met Feb 
15 at University of Hartford, Dana Science 
Library, to hear Fran Libbey speak on "Uni- 
verse Science Library as Backup to Industrial 
Library." 
The Mar 20 meeting was held at United 
Aircraft Corporation Library, where I. Neu- 
feld discussed "Library Automation Proc- 
esses." 
Cleveland-The Chapter met Mar 27 at 
Diamond Shamrock Corporation Research 
Center for a survey of the company's re- 
search interests and a tour of the Research 
Library's facilities. The  library's use of a 
computer to generate its lists for the circu- 
lation of periodicals was described. 
The Chapter's first Betty Burrows Me- 
morial Seminar on Acquisitions was held 
Apr 13. 
At a joint meeting with ASIS on Jan 16, a 
panel discussion on "Trends in Education 
for Library and Information Science" was 
held. 
Dayton-The Chapter's joint meeting with 
ASIS Mar 29 featured Bernard Bayer (man- 
ager, Information Services, Mechanized In- 
formation Center, Ohio State University) 
speaking on "The Late Lamented TIDB: 
Beginnings and Ending of an Information 
Center." 
Indiana-The Chapter met Mar 29 for a 
business meeting and tour of American Le- 
gion National Headquarters library and 
museum. 
Minnesota-The Chapter's 30th Anniversary 
Party was held Mar 14. 
Montreal-At the Chapter's Nov 22 meet- 
ing, prizes were presented to the award 
winners in special librarianship. Dr. Richard 
Farley (director of libraries, McGill Uni- 
versity) discussed the librarian as manager 
and the new organization of the McGill li- 
brary system. 
On Jan 23, members and guests enjoyed a 
performance of The Taming of the Shrew 
by the Stratford Players, at Place des Arts. 
New York, Newspaper and News G r o u p  
The Group met Mar 26 at Channel 13 to 
hear Don Dixon, executive producer, discuss 
preparations for the show "51st State." 
North Carolina-The Chapter's Dec 7 meet- 
ing featured a tour of the Burroughs Well- 
come Company's new building. After lunch, 
the Chapter met at the Duke Medical Center 
Library for a tour of the library and a de- 
scription of the use of Medline, Tattle Tape 
(book theft detection system) and magnetic 
tape selectric typewriter production of cata- 
log cards. 
SLA President-Elect Gilles Frappier ad- 
dressed the Chapter's winter meeting. 
Oklahoma-The Chapter's spring meeting 
was held May 4 at the Motter Bookbinding 
Company, Muskogee, for a tour. 
Pacific Northwest-The Chapter's Feb meet- 
ing was held in Vancouver, B.C. Karen Can- 
non (Placer Development, Ltd.) presented a 
panel on the problems of small libraries. A 
tour of the new Sedgewick Undergraduate 
library (University of British Columbia) fol- 
lowed. 
A program on "Literature of Law and the 
Special Librarian" was featured at the Chap- 
ter's Apr 7 joint meeting with the University 
of Oregon Student Group. The group also 
toured the University of Oregon Law Li- 
brary. 
Philadelphia-A tour of the Learning Sci- 
ences Library of the American College of Life 
Universities (Bryn Mawr) was held Nov 14. 
Marjorie Fletcher, librarian, explained their 
facilities including video and audio cassettes, 
dial access and films. 
At a joint meeting with ASIS, Charles H. 
Stevens discussed the problems and hopes of 
the National Commission on Libraries and 
Information Science. 
An all day workshop was held Jan 17 fo- 
cusing on problems facing most librarians 
today. Bibliographies on "Federal Contract 
Compliance," "Equal Employment," "Wom- 
en's Rights," and "Selected OSHA Sources" 
were distributed. 
Keith Doms (director of the Free Library) 
presented a slide presentation of various art 
forms in the branch libraries at the Chapter's 
Feb 15 meeting. 
Pittsburgh-The Chapter met Nov 14 jointly 
with ASIS and the Society of Technical 
Communication. William Rosenthal (Wes- 
tinghouse Nuclear Energy Systems) spoke on 
"The Technical Writer as a Communica- 
tor"; Dr. Patrick Penland (University of 
Pittsburgh, GSLIS) spoke on "The Librar- 
ian as a Communicator"; Dr. Anthony Deb- 
ons (University of Pittsburgh, IDIS) spoke 
on "The Information Scientist as a Commu- 
nicator." 
The Chapter's Jan 18 business meeting 
featured a tour of the U.S. Steel Corporation 
Library, the U.S. Steel Commercial Infor- 
mation Center and the North American 
Rockwell Marketing Information Center. 
The Chapter celebrated its 50th anniver- 
sary with a festive celebration. Margaret 
Sullivan wrote a Chapter history which was 
presented at the meeting. Esther Fawcett, 
the Chapter's only living Charter Member, 
was also present. 
Rio G r a n d e A  Regional Workshop on 
Translation Services in Libraries was held 
Apr 26-27. The sessions covered the avail- 
ability of existing translations, commercial 
translating companies, and library activities 
in the field. 
San Francisco Bay Region-The Chapter's 
Feb 28 meeting featured Thomas S. Shaw, 
formerly of Library of Congress and more 
recently having taught library science at 
the University of California, Berkeley and 
at the University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles. 
A workshop on "Sources of Federal, State 
and Local Government Information" was 
held Mar 24. Speakers, roundtables, and a 
question and answer session were featured. 
The speakers included Rowland E. Darling 
(acting superintendent of documents, GPO). 
Simmons/SLA Student Group - "Confer- 
ences, Proceedings, Symposia and the Like" 
was the subject of the Group's Mar 15 meet- 
ing. Harry Baum (director, World Meetings 
Information Center) and Barbara Spence 
(editor, Proceedings in Print) spoke. 
Texas--The Chapter co-sponsored, with the 
Texas Daily Newspaper Association, "A 
News Library Seminar" Mar 30-31. A pro- 
gram "What the Newspaper Library Can Do 
for You" was also featured. 
University of Oregon/SLA Student G r o u p  
"Careers in Information" was the title of a 
workshop sponsored Jan 27 by the Group. 
A panel of six librarians discussed their dif- 
fering viewpoints of the profession and op- 
portunities for librarians. 
Upstate New York-The Chapter met Apr 
14. A tour of Bird Library, Syracuse Uni- 
versity, was held before lunch. After lunch, 
Seldon Terrant (head, Research & Develop- 
ment, Books and Journals Division, Ameri- 
can Chemical Society) spoke on "The Scien- 
tific Journal." 
Virginia-Chapter members viewed a mati- 
nee performance Mar 17 of The Royal Rape 
of Ruari Macasrnunde by the Virginia Mu- 
seum Theatre. 
On Apr 14 the Chapter held its annual 
meeting at Norfolk Botanical Gardens. 
Washington, D.C.-A joint spring work- 
shop titled "Synergy 73" was held Mar 24. 
Panels were held on "Legislation," "Mech- 
anisms & Motivations for Cooperation 
Among Special & Research Libraries," "Data 
Bases: Availability & Compatibility," and 
"Cooperation on the Local Level." The 
luncheon speaker, Dr. John G. Kemeny 
(president, Dartmouth College and member, 
NCLIS), spoke on "The Future Impact of 
Technology on Libraries." 
The Apr 14 meeting was held at the US'. 
Naval Academy. Dr. Richard A. Evans (pro- 
fessor/librarian, U.S. Naval Academy Li- 
brary) arranged for a tour and presentation. 
MEMBERS IN THE NEWS 
Sue Bollmann, previously assistant librarian, 
University of Rochester's Graduate School of 
Management Library . . . appointed head of 
the library. 
Forrest F. Carhart, formerly director, Library 
Technology Project and the Office for Research 
and Development, ALA . . . appointed execu- 
tive director, New York Metropolitan Refer- 
ence and Research Library Agency (METRO). 
Stanley Elman, previously with Jet Propulsion 
Lab., Cal-Tech . . . now coordinator of user 
services, Lockheed-California Co. 
Isabella Frost . . . retired in Dec from Safeway 
Stores. 
Robert J. Havlik . . . appointed assistant direc- 
tor for technical services, University of Notre 
Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana. 
Edwin Holmgren, formerly chief, Branch Li- 
braries, New York Public Library . . . named 
director, Branch Libraries. 
Paul J. Hughes, formerly administrator, Tech- 
nical Services Division, Oregon State Library 
. . . appointed head of acquisitions, Louis Cal- 
der Memorial Library, University of Miami 
School of Medicine. 
James V. Jones, director of Case Western Re- 
serve University Libraries . . . elected chair- 
man of the Board of Trustees, Ohio College Li- 
brary Center (OCLC). 
John R. Kaufman, director, Ayer Information 
Center . . . elected a vice-president of N. W. 
Ayer & Son. 
Clara LeGear . . . on Dec 24 completed 11 
years of service as the Library of Congress' Hon- 
orary Consultant in Historical Cartography. 
She had previously been employed by the Li- 
brary for 47 years. 
Jean R. Longland . . . received the Portugal 
Prize for 1973 from the International Poetry As- 
sociation for her translations of medieval and 
modern Portuguese poetry. 
Charlotte S. Mitchell . . . promoted to director- 
library resources and services, Miles Labora- 
tories, Inc. 
Percy D. Morrison, dean, University of Oregon 
School of Librarianship . . . resigned to re- 
turn to full-time teaching and research. 
Margaret C. O'Byme . . . retiring from George- 
town University Medical Center after 35 years 
as librarian. 
Mary E. Padin, previously with IBM Advanced 
System Development Division . . . has joined 
Engineering Index, Inc. as planning associate. 
Elizabeth E. Pingree . . . appointed editor of 
Social Sciences 6 Humanities Index, H. W. 
Wilson Co. 
Kenyon C. Rosenberg, associate professor, Kent 
State University School of Library Science . . . 
designated associate director of the School's Cen- 
ter for Library Studies. 
Samuel Sass . . . is chairman of Pittsfield, Mass. 
Town Hall Restoration Commission and is a 
member of the city's Noise Control Commission. 
Mayra Scarborough . . . initiated a proclama- 
tion for Volunteer Services, which was signed 
by N.J. Governor William Cahill. Nov 1972 was 
proclaimed as voluntary action month in New 
Jersey. 
Ted Slate, chief librarian at Newsweek . . . 
promoted from rank of associate editor to gen- 
eral editor on the magazine's staff. 
Dr. Virginia Sternberg, previously librarian, 
Bettis Atomic Power Lab, Westinghouse Elec- 
tric Corp. . . . appointed executive director, 
Pittsburgh Regional Library Center. 
Bettie Jane Third, librarian, World Trade Cen- 
ter, Port of New York Authority . . . appointed 
editor of Business Periodicals Index. 
Herbert S. White . . . elected president-elect of 
ASIS. He will assume the office of president 
Oct 1973. Also elected was Herbert B. Landau, 
councilor-at-large (1973175). H. W. @ill) Jones 
is chairman of the 1973 ASIS Annual Meeting 
in Los Angeles. 
Dr. Martha Jane K. Zachert . . . invited to at- 
tend ALA Seminar to prepare evaluators for 
graduate programs of library education under 
the Standards for Accreditation adopted by A1.A 
Council in Jun 1972. She has also been elected 
president-elect of Beta Phi Mu. 
SLA Authors 
Bernhardt, Homer I. "An Overview of Micro- 
forms: A Report on the Role of Microforms in 
the University of Pittsburgh Libraries." Pitts- 
burgh, Pa., University of Pittsburgh Graduate 
School of Library and Information Science. 
$3.00. occasional paper. 
Cowgill, Logan 0. and Robert J. Havlik. 
"Standards for Special Libraries." Library 
Trends: 249-260 (Oct 1972). 
Masters, Fred N. "Why-A Company Library?" 
Industrial Research (Jan 1973). 
Call for Papers 1974 
65th Annual Conference Toronto, Ontario 
Four Seasons Sheraton Hotel 
Special Libraries Association June 9-1 4,1974 
Theme: "Problem-Solving in Libraries in the '70s" 
The 1974 Conference theme is "Prob- 
1emSolving in Libraries in the '70s." 
Our keynote speaker will present ideas 
about new and refreshing ways to ap- 
proach and solve problems. Other Gen- 
eral Sessions will have speakers on prob- 
lems surrounding and influencing the 
special librarian-these speakers will be 
chosen for their subject. All other ses- 
sions will be devoted to specific problems 
and solutions in special libraries. Gen- 
eral topic areas are: Space, Personnel 
and Administration, Information, Spe- 
cialization, Responsibility, Costs. Topics 
within these areas should include: Space: 
compaction, forecasting, moving, plan- 
ning, architecture, equipment, sharing; 
Personnel and Administration: general- 
istslspecialists, researcherllibrarian, shar- 
ing, education, librarians and decision- 
makers, organization designs, more staff 
and fewer materials; Information: iden- 
tification and access, overload, networks, 
sharing resources, microforms and non- 
print; Specialization: cross-disciplines in 
information and vocabularies, are spe- 
cial libraries still special, generalists and 
specialists; Responsibility: librarian's re- 
sponsibility for information given, user's 
trust, political value of information, 
public right to information; copyright 
and copying; Costs: cost-sharing, statis- 
tics, evaluation of programs and projects. 
Papers are cordially invited from all 
SLA members, library school students 
and faculty and others with a contribu- 
tion to make about identification of 
problems and methods of solving them. 
General sessions are to be devoted to 
speakers chosen for identification and 
description of problems influencing the 
special librarian; all other sessions, in- 
cluding Division programs, are open for 
papers. Joint programs for Divisions are 
encouraged in an effort to have fewer 
sessions. All papers should be approxi- 
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mately 1,500 words in length, based on 
original research, development or per- 
sonal experience, and must not have 
been published or presented previously 
to any national group. They will also be 
considered for publication in Special 
Libraries. 
Information and Instruction for Authors 
I. Send the paper or title of the paper and 
names of the authors accompanied by an abstract 
no later than Sep 14, 1973 to: 
Miss Jean Orpwood 
15 Dacre Cres. 
Toronto, Ontario M6S 2W2 
2. The abstract must not exceed 100 words. 
Please use the official abstract form which may 
be obtained from: 
Special Libraries Association 
Publications Secretary 
235 Park Avenue South 
New York 10003 
In case of co-authorship, the name of the person 
expected to present the paper must be under- 
lined. The name and the address of the institu- 
tion or company sponsoring the paper should be 
given as well as the names and addresses of the 
current professional affiliations of the authors. 
The author should prepare the abstract care- 
fully so that it will arouse interest in his paper 
and do justice to it. The abstract should set 
forth the purpose of the paper, important re- 
sults, and conclusion. Please avoid historical 
summaries and generalities. The abstract will be 
reviewed by the Conference Committee to deter- 
mine its interest to SLA members. Notification 
of acceptance will be given no later than Nov 
15, 1972. 
Full text of all papers must be received by 
Jan 10, 1973. 
3. Special Libraries Association has first right to 
publish all papers presented at its meetings. All 
papers are reviewed before acceptance. Papers 
not accepted for publication in the journal will 
be released to the authors. 
4. Diagrams and data to be presented visually 
should be made legible through the use of large 
letters, heavy lines, and limited data on each il- 
lustration. Lettering should be readable from 
150 feet. Projection equipment must be speci- 
fied and requested when the abstract is sub- 
mitted. An overhead projector is suggested. 
5. No paper will be accepted unless an author 
expects to be present. 
vzstas 
HAVE YOU SEEN ? 
A compact cassette duplicator, the desk-top 
sized Model 2770 Duplicator, makes two 
copies simultaneously from a single master 
at 16 times original speed, copying a C-30 
cassette in less than a minute. I t  automat- 
ically rewinds the cassette at both end-of-tape 
and end-of-recording. I t  also senses faulty 
cassettes and stops the recording. The unit 
measures 181/2't wide, 121/2" deep and 6%'' 
high. Further information available from 
3M Company, P.O. Box 33600, St. Paul, 
Minn. 55133. 
The  SorterGlide is a work station for active 
files with a glide system for accessing. The 
clerk drops file documents into their final 
sequence as soon as received. The Sorter- 
Glide holds these documents (as many as 
10,000 sheets) in correct file order until they 
are transferred into file folders matching the 
sorter dividers and placed in regular file 
storage. For complete information: Time- 
Slash Corp., Box 392, Peekskill, N.Y. 10566. 
A two station security access control system, 
the 202 Series Securiti-CardTM Data System, 
offers security control in areas with one or 
two access points. I t  controls unattended 
restricted areas by admitting valid card hold- 
ers and denying admittance to anyone at- 
tempting to use a void or otherwise invalid 
card.   he system has a capacity of from one 
to 99 individual card numbers. Priced at 
$1,936.00, the system consists of a CardkeyTM 
card reader and system controller. An op- 
tional printer is offered that records entry 
and exit information. Complete specifica- 
tions available from Cardkey Systems, 20339 
Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth, Calif. 9181 1. 
Lightweight literature racks in two basic 
sizes are available from Arlington Aluminum 
Company. The racks are made from satin 
polished aluminum and are available in 
silver or wood grain inlay finishes. The 
shelves are adjustable and easily rearranged 
to accommodate odd-sized literature pieces. 
Extra shelves are available for both models. 
For information: Arlington Aluminum Com- 
pany, 19303 West Davison, Detroit, Mich. 
48223. 
HAVE YOU HEARD ? 
Environmental Information 
An Environmental Resources Center 
(ERC) has been opened at Cleveland Pub- 
lic Library with Jean Davenport as librarian. 
All ecology-oriented inquiries are welcome. 
The  Center came into being at the request 
of the Cleveland Chapter of the American 
Institute of Architects and the PACE Asso- 
ciation (Program for Action by Citizens in 
Education); financial backing was provided 
by a grant from the Gund Foundation. 
Liebaers to CLR 
Herman Liebaers, director of the 
Royal Library of Belgium in Brussels and 
president of the International Federation of 
Library Associations (IFLA), will be a full- 
time consultant for the Council on Library 
Resources, Inc., Washington, D.C., during a 
year's leave of absence starting May 1, 1973. 
Certificate Program in Library Science 
A new degree program leads to one 
of three Certificates of Completion of a 
Graduate Curriculum: in Bibliography, in 
Library Automation and Information Sci- 
ence; and in Library Management. The  cer- 
tificate requires approximately a year's full- 
time study beyond the MLS. For informa- 
tion: School of Librarianship, University of 
California at Berkeley, Berkeley, Calif. 94720. 
ASIS Transfers NAPS 
The National Auxiliary Publications 
Service (NAPS) will now be operated for 
ASIS by Microfiche Publications, New York. 
NAPS provides a depository for, and fur- 
nishes on-demand copies of materials which 
are adjuncts to papers published in scholarly 
or technical journals, but which would re- 
quire too many journal pages to publish. 
Copies of the microfiche or hard copy paper 
prints may be obtained. 
Minority Intern Program 
The New York Public Library has in- 
stituted a one-year intern program to pre- 
pare librarians who are members of minority 
groups for careers as supervising subject spe- 
cialists in central public libraries and aca- 
demic libraries. For information: Anne G. 
Conroy, The  New York Public Library, Mi- 
nority Intern Program, Fifth Avenue and 
42nd St., New York 10018. 
Cultural Bibliographies 
Two undergraduate level Bibliog- 
raphy courses will be offered in 1973174 at 
University of California, Los Angeles, Grad- 
uate School of Library Service, for students 
of special cultural backgrounds: American 
Indian Bibliography and Afro-American 
Bibliography. 
Mid-Career Fellowships 
Applications for the Council on Li- 
brary Resources' Fellowship Program are 
due by Nov 1, 1973. The  program is de- 
signed to enable mid-career librarians to 
improve their competence in the substantive, 
administrative and/or technical aspects of 
the profession. For information: The  Fellow- 
ship Committee, Council on Library Re- 
sources, 1 Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 620, 
Washington, D.C. 20036. 
Opinion Journal 
Scientific Opinion is a new quarterly 
journal for independent and authoritative 
opinions in Indian education, science and 
technology. For information: Scientific Opin- 
ion, 465-R Model Town, Jullundur 144003, 
India. 
Library School Field Trips 
The  Graduate Library School, In- 
diana University, Bloomington, has initiated 
a series of field trips for its students to cen- 
ters of advanced practice in the Midwest in 
order to keep abreast of new developments 
in library services, networks and information 
systems. The  first trips provided presenta- 
tions on the Ohio College Library Center, 
Chemical Abstracts Service, Ohio State Uni- 
versity, and Information Analysis Centers at 
Battelle Memorial Institute. 
NTIS TELEX 
The  National Technical Information 
Service (NTIS) has installed a TELEX sys- 
tem: its number is 89-9405. 
Middle East Librarians 
The  Middle East Librarians' Associa- 
tion (MELA) has been formed to increase 
communication and cooperation among its 
members who are librarians and others in- 
terested in library activities which support 
the study and dissemination of information 
about the Middle East and North Africa. 
For information: Secretary-Treasurer, MELA, 
c/o Middle Eastern Division, Harvard Col- 
lege Library, Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 
U.S. Statistics 
Congressional Information Service has 
introduced American Statistics Index (ASI) 
which will abstract, index and micropublish 
all U.S. Government statistics. The  service 
provides access not only to current data but 
to the major statistical output of the last 
decade. Subscriptions, priced on a service 
basis, are available from Congressional In- 
formation Service, 600 Montgomery Build- 
ing, Washington, D.C. 20014. 
Dissertation Index 
University Microfilms has announced 
a development program leading to publish- 
ing a comprehensive index of doctoral dis- 
sertations. The  Comprehensive Dissertation 
Index (CDI) will list, in both authorltitle 
and keyword-subject indexes, virtually every 
doctoral dissertation submitted to US. col- 
leges and universities since the beginning. 
Scheduled for publication in Fall 1973, CDI 
will be available in both bound-book form 
and on microfiche. For information: Uni- 
versity Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb Rd., Ann 
Arbor, Mich. 48106. 
Chemical Engineering Information 
Chemical Engineer's Guide to Infor- 
mation Sources is available for $3.60 from 
Engineering Bookstore, Rm 33, Main En- 
gineering Bldg., University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455. Attn: Melvin 
Wigdehl, Mgr. Critical comments are wel- 
come. 
Art Librarians 
Art libraries Society/North America 
(ARLIS/NA) held its First Annual Confer- 
ence and has affiliated with ARLISIUK. For 
information: ARLISINA, c/o Brand Li- 
brary, 1601 W. Mountain St., Glendale, 
Calif. 91201. 
Library Data Banks 
Available Data Banks for Library and 
Information Services, comp. by Frank S. 
Patrinostro, has been published by The  
LARC Association, P.O. Box 27235, Tempe, 
Arizona 85282. The 60-page paperback pub- 
lication is $4.50 to LARC members; $6.50 to 
nonmembers. 
Minority Business 
The 1973 edition of Try Us: The Na- 
tional Minority Business Directory is avail- 
able for $7.50 from the National Minority 
Business Campaign, 1016 Plymouth Ave., 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55411. The work in- 
cludes 2,200 firms owned by members of 
minority groups. 
Manual Information Retrieval 
Information Storage and Retrieval 
Without Computer Assistance. The Ter- 
minal Digit Card System is available from 
Association Scientifique et Technique pour 
la Recherche en Informatique Documen- 
taire (ASTRID), ASTRID House, Koningin 
Astridlaan 89-B-9000 Ghent, Belgium. The 
32-page publication costs 200 Belgian francs. 
Manual methods are stressed, and the ad- 
vantages of a terminal digit card system are 
mentioned. 
Women Librarians 
T h e  A L A / S R R T / T a s k  Force  o n  
Women is collecting resum& of women in- 
terested in administrative and specialist po- 
sitions in libraries. The Task Force will 
screen names and send copies of resumes 
which appear to match employers' requests 
to those institutions requesting the roster. 
For information: Margaret Myers, Graduate 
School of Library Service, Rutgers Univer- 
sity, New Brunswick, N.J. 08903. 
Records Management Handbook 
A Records Management Handbook, 
Information Retrieval, provides guidance in 
the use of information retrieval systems. 
The 132-page publication is available for 
$1.25 from the Superintendent of Docu- 
ments, Government Printing Office, Wash- 
ington, D.C. 20402 (GPO Catalog No. GS4. 
6:IN3/2). 
Directory of Special Libraries 
The Directory of Special Libraries 
and Information Centers seeks new listings 
for a new edition. If you are in a special li- 
brary and have not received a clipping from 
the previous edition or a questionnaire for 
a new listing, editors Marge Young and 
Tony Kruzas urge you to request a blank 
immediately. Write: Box 884, Dearborn, 
Mich. 48121. 
REVIEWS 
=bliographic Control of Microforms. Reich- 
mann, F. and Tharpe, J. M. Sponsored by the 
Association of Research Libraries under con- 
tract with the Office of Education. Westport, 
Conn., Greenwood Press, 1972. 256p. $12.50. 
This study was conducted to determine "the 
elements of an effective system of bibliographic 
control of microforms which would permit the 
expeditious selection, acquisition, cataloging and 
use of micro ublication both current and retro- 
spective." T R ~  study was concerned with all 
types of microforms covering a variety of ma- 
terials and with consideration of the biblio- 
graphic control at the local, national and inter- 
national levels. A questionnaire was sent to 250 
American libraries and 150 foreign libraries. 
Responses were received from 190 American 
libraries and 73 foreign libraries. 
Both Dr. Reichmann and Josephine M. 
Tharpe have held the position of Chief Bibli- 
ographer at  Cornell University. They were as- 
sisted by a number of other librarians concerned 
with cataloging and with microforms. The Ad- 
visory Committee for this study and the spon- 
sor, The Association of Research Libraries, 
agree that a definition of bibliographic control 
of microforms denotes: 1) Effective access to ma- 
terial; 2) Provides the ~nquirer with a list of 
materials available; 3) Ind~cates the location of 
the material; 4) Provides the necessary equip- 
ment for using the material. 
Their statement is that there is a rapidly in- 
creasing quantity of microfilmed material and 
the present methods for bibliographic control 
of it, on all levels (local, national and interna- 
tional), are inadequate. The present survey has 
been conducted 30 years after Herman Fussler 
first called attention to this problem. 
The report outlines the findings of the sur- 
vey, which in summary are: 1) The official rule 
is to treat microforms like books. Only 60y0 of 
those surveyed do so and 15y0 modify the rules. 
2) The majority of the respondents have a sepa- 
rate shelf list for microforms. 3) About 90% 
of the respondents file some entry in the public 
catalog. 4) Cataloging backloqs of microforms 
exist and are mounting. 5) The maioritv of li- 
braries have a special viewing area. 6) The ma- 
jority of respondents did not report holdings 
to the National Register of Microform Masters. 
This Register was established in 1965. It  does 
not list technical reports, foreign archival man- 
uscripts, U.S. dissertations or newspapers. 7) 
Some libraries expressed an interest in having 
microforms included in the MARC Proiect. 
The report includes four appendixes: 1) The 
United States Government as Microform Pub- 
lisher. 1967 statistics are given. 2) A Machine- 
Readable Index for Microsets. This describes a 
possible method for finding information in the 
material contained in microsets, the analytics. 
3) American Universities that Plan to Publish 
Microforms. A very limited group has reported 
few definite plans. 4) A Microform Bibliog- 
raphy. I t  lists catalogs and lists, collections and 
series, manuscript and archival collections, ref- 
erence books. 
Some of the conclusions and recommenda- 
tions are: 1) Descriptive cataloging of micro- 
forms should follow established rules. 2) Classi- 
fication of microforms is unnecessary but cata- 
loging is desirable. 3) A machine-readable index 
of microform ublications should be established. 
4) Libraries sRould be protected against infe- 
rior reproduction methods. 5) The Library of 
Congress should give high priority to processing 
microforms and include them in the MARC 
Project. 6) Libraries should support the Na- 
tional Register of Microforms. 7) A national 
microform agency should be established to set 
standards, provide a bibliography of microforms 
and a directory of micropublishers. 
The subject of the report concerns all librar- 
ians who have already acquired microforms or 
will do so as micropublishing increases. The re- 
port has drawn upon the experiences and the 
materials of interest to librarians primarily in 
the college, university and public libraries. 
However, the report may serve as a starting 
place for Chapters, Committees or other groups 
within SLA who wish to give specific attention 
to solving some of the many problems related 
to the bibliographic control of microforms. It  
should be of interest to members of Committee 
239 of the American National Standards Insti- 
tute and also to the Standards Board and other 
groups in the National Microfilm Association. 
Loretta J. Kiersky 
Airco Information Center 
Murray Hill, N.J. 07974 
Annual Review of Information Science and 
Technology, Vol. 7, 1972, edited by Carlos A. 
Cuadra. Washington, American Society for In- 
formation Science, 1972. 606p. $17.50. 
The 1972 Annual Review follows the high 
standards set for the preceding six volumes. In 
1971, ARZST furnished an international view 
of information science. The 1972 volume re- 
turns to the more national view as seen with 
American eyes. All of the contributors to this 
volume reside in the United States. My personal 
feelings are that Americans lead the world in 
information science activities. In counting the 
references at the end of Chapter 4, a chapter 
selected at random and entitled "Organization of 
Information," I counted only 12 references out 
of 108 which were written by non-American 
authors. 
The 1972 volume is divided into four sections. 
These are: 1) Planning Information Systems 
and Services; 2) Basic Techniques and Tools; 
3) Applications; and 4) The Profession. 
As would be expected, a large portion of the 
volume is concerned with the application of 
the computer to information science. The em- 
phasis generally is on the software and on the 
possible computer products. More space couId 
have been devoted to the use of on-line cathode 
ray tube terminals. The on-line computer ap- 
plications will grow and reporting their present 
level of growth is already apparent in the 1972 
ARIST volume. Also, the growth of data bases 
tor computer manipulation is reported in this 
volume as well as some of the parameters for 
defining computer data bases. There is a great 
lack of compatibility between data bases as 
well as the fact that many are very limited in 
scope and size. 
One of the man problems facing the infor- 
mation sciences is tgat of standardization. Stand- 
ardization is a problem for the computer world 
as well as for the library world. Accepted stand- 
ards in either area are few and far between. 
Compatibility should be true for every pro- 
gram written in a standard language for every 
machine, but this is not so. The attempt to 
create standards is brought up  in the 1972 
ARIST volume many times, but the answer is 
not easy to come by. 
I look forward each year to the review of the 
literature which ARIST provides. My anticipa- 
tion has never been disappointed in the high 
level of effort reported or in the interpretation 
of the on-going research given in this volume. 
ARIST is the single best source of what is going 
on in the world of information science outside 
of the journals themselves. 
Masse Bloomfield 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 
Guide to Locating U.S. Government Technical 
Information, Technology and Patents (1972 
ed.). TTA Information Services Company, 4 
West 4th Ave., San Mateo, Calif. 94402. 1972. 
R5p. $15.00. 
Take this out of its padded looseleaf binder 
and you have 85 pages of rather general infor- 
mation about sources of federal government 
technical information which might be useful as 
an introduction to the field but not worth $15. 
Most of the information is readily available in 
the form of promotional material issued from 
the agencies themselves free of charge. 
I t  does include illustrations of publications 
and eleven pages of NASA patents (by number, 
date, and title) which are available for licens- 
ing. Other than that, by its title and introduc- 
tion it claims to be much more than it is. For 
example, this guide does not begin to compare 
with such excellent compilations as the two- 
volume Guide to U S .  Government Serials 6. 
Periodicals by John L. Andriot (Documents In- 
dex, Box 195, McLean, Va. 22101. 1969. 1,683p.) 
which gives detailed information, including 
availability and source, for current serials, peri- 
odicals, releases and other ephemeral material, 
reports services (both bound and looseleaf), field 
agency publications, and important reference 
works which are revised from time to time. The 
Andriot guide, by its title and introduction, ad- 
mittedly covers only a portion of the govern- 
ment information available to the public but 
it does it very thoroughly. Generally useful in- 
formation and references to additional sources 
of information often can be found in journal 
articles. An excellent example is "Federal Gov- 
ernment Information Sources" by Elizabeth C. 
Biggert (Chemical Engineering 79 (no.11): 103- 
114 (May 15, 1972). 
The looseleaf format of this guide does al- 
low for easy insertion of new material. How- 
ever, the soft quality of paper on which it is 
printed tears out quite easily at the holes and 
the tabs will need to be of sturdier construction 
for continued use. 
One major error in this guide is the state- 
ment that the Monthly Catalog of U.S. Govern- 
ment Publications is issued by the Library of 
Congress. This might have been wishful think- 
ing, but the catalog itself clearly states that it 
is issued by the Superintendent of Documents. 
On the same page, the guide states: "Under the 
provisions of the Printing Act of 1895, all Gov- 
ernment publications, with the exception of 
administrative and classified documents, must be 
included in the Monthly Catalog." This is mis- 
leading. In actual fact, a great many govern- 
ment documents are available to the public 
which are not announced in the Monthly Cata- 
log. There are other minor bits of information 
which will need to be corrected in future up- 
dates, such as the pricing information for the 
National Technical Information Service. No in- 
formation is given in regard to the expected 
frequency of the updates. 
In short, the gu~de does succeed in attractively 
presenting some very basic information in 
rather "broad brush" fashion. It could be use- 
ful to entering library school students, acquisi- 
tion clerks, or business people who are totally 
unfamiliar with these sources of information. 
It is unlikely to add much to the knowledge of 
documents librarians, except to remind them to 
beware of titles that promise to encompass this 
very large and complex field. 
Ruth S. Smith 
Institute for Defense Analyses 
Arlington, Va. 22202 
Current Awareness and the Chemist: A Study 
of the Use of CA Condensates by Chemists. 
Duncan, Elizabeth E. Metuchen, N.J., Scare- 
crow Press, 1972. 150p. 55.00. ISBN 0-8108-0510-3, 
LC 72-3379. 
The dual purpose of this book was to develop 
an acquisition policy for chemical periodicals 
and to accumulate information concerning the 
effect of a large computer-based alerting service 
on the role of the traditional library. 
The proliferation of published material is by 
now a well recognized fact. Keeping up with 
the latest information in any field requires dedi- 
cation and stamina by both librarians and scien- 
tists. For the past two decades, those involved in 
disseminating information have utilized use 
studies to determine their effectiveness. There 
are many types of use studies including the 
diary, interview, questionnaire, analysis of ref- 
erence questions and records. Many of the past 
use studies yielded information of little value 
to librarians. Too limited a sampling, too broad 
a questionnaire, too little response, and lack of 
knowledge of effective research methods were 
some of the reasons for past failures. 
The  factual information for this book was 
acquired through a records/questionnaire type 
use study which used Chemical Abstracts Serv- 
ices as its subject. Users at  the University of 
Pittsburgh and industrial chemists in the Pitts- 
burgh area participated. Usage of CA Conden- 
sates was the principal service studied. The  CA 
Condensates Tapes were acquired by the Pitts- 
burgh Chemical Information Center in March 
1968. By matching items in the tape with terms 
in a user's profile, the computer selects items of 
potential interest, herein called "alerts." Chem- 
ists representing the various fields of chemistry 
reported the number of hits from each search 
to the Information Center. Alerts were printed 
on two-part cards. One part of the card was 
returned to the Center and marked as a "hit" 
if it was of interest to the chemist. The  col- 
lected hits were coded and punched on IBM 
cards. Chemical Abstracts Service's publication 
Access was used as the source for periodical in- 
formation. 
The  author found that the majority of the 
hits were available in the chemistry library 
while approximately 40% of the hits were not 
available through the library. One year after 
the hits were recorded, no requests for photo- 
copies or interlibrary loans had been made by 
the chemists for these. 
I t  was then decided to carry on an examina- 
tion of CA Condensates in a nonuniversity en- 
vironment. Three companies were selected for 
the study. Chemists a t  Company A, like chem- 
ists at  the University, did not follow u p  their 
hits in the anticipated manner. Company B re- 
ceived only one interlibrary loan request from 
the 108 hit articles not available in the library. 
By this time, the author was convinced that 
hits and items examined had no predictable 
relation~hips. Little data were available from 
Company C, but they had increased usage of 
CA Condensates. Therefore, it was assumed that 
the chemists liked the service. 
The  author also carried out a study of the 
use of Chemical Abstracts by the University of 
Pittsburgh chemists. Close observations during 
the test periods yielded only one use during 
more than 40 hours of the study. Using the 
Condensates study of the previous year, it is 
estimated that the chemist would have received 
800 hits. About 300 of these hits would have 
been unavailable in the chemistry library. With 
so many hits and the very low usage figure for 
current issues of the Chemical Abstracts, the 
author feels that University of Pittsburgh chem- 
ists rarely use CA in conjunction with CA Con- 
densates. 
Although it is impossible to use this study to 
make an acquisition policy, it does show that 
citations personally selected by chemists as rele- 
vant to the interest profile and items examined 
in the two Chemical Abstracts Services are not 
identical. Since the chemists did not request any 
interlibrary loans as a result of the service and 
did not use Chemical Abstracts to any great ex- 
tent, it appears that the computer-based system 
has little effect on the role of the library. This 
book should be read by anyone serving the in- 
formation needs of scientists, and should be 
studied thoroughly by anyone contemplating a 
use study. 
Mary J. Lewis 
Environmental Protection Agency 
National Water Quality Laboratory Library 
Duluth, Minn. 55804 
The  Antiquarian Booktrade: An International 
Directory of Subject Specialists, comp. by B. 
Donald Grose. Metuchen, N.J., The  Scarecrow 
Press, Inc., 1972. 176p. $5.00. LC 72-6996. ISBN 
&8 108-0544-8. 
Locating out-of-print material requires "per- 
severance, a good bookman or bookwoman, 
and luck. This directory will supply you with 
the second of these, the rest is up  to you." So 
ends the preface to this useful guidebook. 
Fourteen pages listing the subjects under which 
to find the specialists follow, then comes the 
main body of the book: more than two thou- 
sand specialist bookdealers listed by subjects. 
The  dealers are also listed alphabetically by 
names and with current addresses. There is no 
indication in the dealer index regarding spe- 
cialties of these dealers. A rather sketchy List 
of Abbreviations and Key Terms used in Dealer 
Catalogs follows. The  final section contains 41 
reference works for the out-of-print book trade. 
This selection was made with care, it is a fine 
core around which to build. There is also a list 
of Antiquarian Booksellers Associations in 16 
countries. 
T h e  search for out-of-print books assumes 
greater importance these days when publishers 
offer for $19.50 reprints that can easily be ob- 
tained in the second hand market for $5.00. 
Reduced library budgets should bring customers 
to the antiquarian booktrade, who in prior 
years were less concerned about prices. 
Mr. Grose compiled the book while in charge 
of the out-of-print section of the Library, Uni- 
versity of Missouri in Columbia. He used dealer 
catalogs, trade journals, advertisements, trade 
association lists and directories. Even with all this 
information it is easy to find a few of your 
favorite dealers missing or listed under only 
one of his several specialties and not necessarily 
his primary subject. A cursory check of the 
book against a current issue of AB Bookman's 
Weekly will reveal this fact. As is to be ex- 
pected, American dealers are represented in 
comparatively larger numbers than those in 
foreign countries. For American librarians that 
may be no disadvantage. 
The  volume is sturdily bound and sensibly 
priced. I t  should be of considerable value to 
most libraries. 
Ralph Lessing 
Special Libraries Association 
New York 10003 
Lockheed announces 
a simple,low-cost way to search 
major bibliographic data bases. 
Online. 
I t  on ly  takes a purchase order  t o  
start using the Lockheed online, inter- 
active retrieval system for searching 
significant bibliographic files.You can 
use a variety of  terminals and com- 
munications to  access the Lockheed 
Computer Center. 
Data bases inc lude the complete 
National Technical Information Serv- 
ice file, w i t h  over 315,000 citations 
a n d  f u l l  abst racts  s ince 1964; t h e  
Educational Resources In format ion 
Center files wi th  over 120,000 citation 
abstracts; and the PANDEX/TRANS- 
DEX Current Index to Scientific and 
T e c h n i c a l  L i t e ra tu re ,  w i t h  o v e r  
530,000 citations. Other  major  data 
bases in  the hard and social sciences 
are being added. 
You can use any teletype-compat- 
ible, dial-up terminal f rom 1 0  to  120 
characters per second, as wel l  as cer- 
tain high-speed CRT terminals u p  to  
480 cps. 
Several forms o f  communicat ion 
are available, including a widely used 
na t iona l  communica t ions  ne two rk  
wi th  local number access in  over 40 
cit ies; Lockheed's o w n  h igh-speed 
ne twork ;  o r  any voice-grade tele- 
phone line. 
Search charges are simply $25 per 
terminal hour for the ERIC files; $35 
for NTlS and the other bases. Off l ine 
prints are 10C per abstract. You w i l l  
not have t o  pay any min imum usage, 
or subscription, or membership fees. 
A typical search costs $5 t o  $10 and 
puts at your fingertips the bil l ions o f  
dollars in  research undertaken in  this 
coun t ry .  The  Lockheed  system is 
already being used by  federal, state 
and local agencies; school systems; 
industrial and research libraries; and 
professional associations and individ- 
uals. 
For more information, contact one 
o f  the fol lowing offices. 
LOCKHEED INFORMATION SERVICES 
Dr. R. K. Summit R. Donat i  
Dept. 52-08 4210 Chrysler Bldg. 
3251 Hanover St. 405 Lexington Ave. 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 New York, N.Y. 10017 
(41 5) 493-441 1 (21 2) 697-71 71 
A "MUST" FOR YOUR LIBRARY 
CONCISE DICTIONARY OF PHYSICS 
(and dated subjects) 
Edited by J. Thewlis, D. Sc., F. Inst. P. 
(Editor-in-Chief, Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Physics) 
Over 6700 articles, from AB to  ZWITTER ION, written in the simplest, clearest 
possible language comprise this handy reference volume. Historical, theoretical, 
and descriptive facts are included, with hundreds of cross-references. Covers not 
only basic physics but Quantum Mechanics, Optics, Astrophysics, Geophysics, 
Solid State, Nuclear, Statistical Physics and Plasmas, Mathematical Physics, and 
Applied Physical Sciences. 
ISBN 0-08-0 16900-7 
ALL IN ONE HANDY VOLUME! 
AN IMPORTANT NEW JOURNAL 
computers & urban society 
an international journal 
Editor: Dr. Gerald M. Sturman, Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. 
111 John Street, New York, New York 10038 
Published Quarterly Annual Subscription $ 50.00 
COMPUTERS AND URBAN SOCIETY is dedicated to the detailed and comprehensive inves- 
tigation of the role of computers and computer based methodologies in urban, suburban, and 
nual society. Four key perspectives are emphasized: theory, methodology, policy, and philoso- 
phy. Theoretical contributions focus on the foundations of the art and science involved in the 
analysis of these problems, and the solutions with the use of the computer. 
MAXWELL HOUSE, FAIRVIEW PARK, ELMSFORD, NEW YORK 10523 
Play up your periodicals 
. . . dress up your library 
Present your periodicals where they can be seen, appreciated, read and enjoyed . . . 
in these smart, efficient new Gaylord units. . . made especially to display periodicals. . . 
designed especially for library use. All have metal shelves and are finished in rich 
walnut grain vinyl. Contemporary design . . . sturdy construction. And economical, too. 
For further details about these and other forthcoming new displayers, designed for 
libraries by library specialists, please write today. 
GAMORD - 
GAYLORD BROS INC LIBRARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT SYRACUSE NY 13201 . STOCKTON CA 95204 
Available f rorn SLA , . , 
New Publications 
Picture Searching: Techniques and Tools. Renata V. Shaw 
Illustrated bibliography of picture searching, divided by subject; introductory essay 
(SLA Bibliography Series No. 6). 
1973/paper/80 pages/8 314 x 10/$5.50/LC 72-13234/1SBN 0-87111-2076 
Directory of Transportation Libraries. Transportation Division, SLA, comp. 
Results of  survey detailing collections of 106 transportation libraries in  the U.S. and 
Canada. 
1973/paper/122 pages/5 112 x 8 1 /2/$3.75/LC 72-13998/ISBN 0.871 11-217-5 
New Series . . . SLA State-of-the-Art Review Series 
No. 1. The Changing Role of the Special 
Librarian in  Industry, Business, and Gov- 
ernment. Janice ~adendorf  
1973/paper/34 pages/8 112 x ll/$3.90/LC 736683/ 
ISBN 0-87111-219-1 
Recent Publications 
Environmental Information Sources 
Carole Schildhauer, comp.  so 
Dictionary of Report Series Codes, 2d ed. 
Lois E. Godfrey and Helen F. Redman, 
eds. A project of the Rio Grande 
Chapter. /$ig.oo 
LOW COST PERIODICAL 
AND PAMPHLET FILES 
Sturdy-A ttractive - Unique 
ALL SIZES SAME PRICE 
FREE SAMPLE MAGAFILE sent upon re- quest.You will receive it by return mail along 
with handy size-chart and additional details. 
No obligat~on or salesman follow-up. 
No. 2. Paraprofessional and Nonprofes- 
sional Staff in Special Libraries 
Elin Christianson 
1973/paper/78 pages/( 112 x 11/$4.80/LC 73-88681 
ISBN 0-87111-218-3 
Guide to Scientific and Technical Jour- 
nals in Translation, 2d ed. 
Carl J. Himmelsbach and Grace E. 
Brociner, comps. /$4.50 
Planning the Special Library 
Ellis Mount. ed. A pro~ect of the New 
York chapter, SLA /$;.so 
WANT TO LOWER YOUR 
BUDGET PRESSURE? 
TRY US 
RESEARCH SERVICES 
CORPORATION 
One-Source For BOOKS andlor PERIODICALS 
Any T i t l e A n y  Publisher-World-Wide 
We SAVE our clients Hundreds, 
even Thousands of Dollars Each Year. 
a Discounts up to 15% on Scientific Books 
0 No Fees or Service Charges on Periodicals 
a Unique Corporate-Wide Plans 
Immediate Reports by Professional Staff 
One Payment for Dozens, Even Hundreds 
of Orders 
WRITE OR CALL US TODAY 
Free Literature, Order Forms, Envelopes, 
and More, Many More Details 
RESEARCH SERVICES 
CORPORATION 
World-Wid? Headquarters 
5280 Trad Lake Drive 
Fort Worth, Texas 7@1U 
(817) 292-4270 
can a subscription 
agency 
save vour librarv 
# -  I Consider how Ion. it takes to I 
order one subscript~on, how much 
it costs to process one invoice for 
payment and send one check. Es- 
timates run from $10.00 to $18.00 
for each order. Multiply by the 
number of subscriptions your li- 
brary orders, and see how much 
you'll save by sending one order 
and one check for all your periodi- 
cals to F. W. Faxon Co. 
Send for  our free descriptive 
brochure and annual Librarians' 
Guide listing more than 50,000 
domestic and foreign periodicals. 
Library business is our only 
business -since 1886. 
15 Southwest Park 
- 
Westwood, Mass. 02090 
\ Telephone: (800) 225-7894 (Toll Free) 
Quality unit with high-resolution image. Big 
14 x 14 screen for full-width viewing. Excellent 
light distribution without glare or reflections. 
Carriers for 16mm or 35mm roll film or 3" x 
5" and 4" x 6 microfiche. I SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 
DUKANE CORPORATION 
I Audio Visual Division Dept. SL 573 St. Charles, Illinois 60174 DUKANE 
-Heckman's Electronic 
Library Program. This to- 
tally new program wi l l  
simplify your work and 
actually cut your bindery 
preparation time by 1/3 to 
1/2. New simplified forms 
give you a total and con- 
tinuous recycling record 
of each publication at your 
fingertips. It's really revo- 
lutionary. . . and it's from 
the originators of 28 day 
service. Ask your Heck- 
man representative for 
H.E.L.P. Write or phone 
for free booklet. 
The Heckman Bindery, Inc. 
N O R T H  MANCHESTER,  INDIANA 46962 
PHONE: A R E A  (219) 982-2107 
/ Complete composition, press 
and pamphle t  binding facilities, cou- 
pled with the knowledge a n d  skill 
ga ined through fifty years of experi- 
ence, can be put to your use-profitably 
THE VERMONT 
PRINTING COMPANY 
Brattleboro, Vermont 
PRINTERS OF THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL 
OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
For "difficult" library materials 
SHELF-FILES provide 
neat, low-cost, orderly storage 
"Positions Open" and "Positions Wanted" ads am 
$1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum. Current members of 
SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" ad at a special 
rate of $1.00 per line; $3.00 minimum. 
In each membership year, eoch unemployed member 
will be allowed a maximum of two free "Positions . . 
Wanted" ads, each ad to be limited to 5 lines in- 
cluding mailing address (no blind box oddresses), on 
a space available basis. 
There is a minimum charge of $10.00 fof a "Market 
Place" ad of three lines or less; each addit iaal line 
i s  $3.00. There are approximately 45 charactmrr and 
spaces to a line. 
Copy for display ads must be received by the first 
of the month preceding the month of publication; copy 
for line ads must be received by the tenth. 
Classified ads will not be accepted on a "run until 
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, un- 
less renewed. 
Special Libraries Association reserves the right to re- 
ject any advertisements which in any way refer to 
race, creed, color, age, or sex as conditions for em- 
ployment. 
Consider the di f f icul t ies o f  storing back issues, 
pamphlets, newspapers and multi-media, then 
imagine how Highsmith Shelf-Files can serve 
your library. They make eff icient use o f  shelf 
space, save f i l ing  time, avoid "mess" of 
loose materials. Many styles, l ow  as 30C ea. 
See our cataloa. 
FREE! Mos t  c&nplete Library Catalo 
Offers over 5000 interesting, unusual, 
difficult-to-find items for libraries and 
AV centers. In one colorful catalog, 
everything you need . . . from book 
cards to shelving, repair tapes to 
book returns, book trucks to tape 
players. Lowest prices. If your 
school or library does not have a 
copy, write- WRITE: THE HIGHSMITH COMPANY, 
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 53 
The key to the 
world's literature on 
environmental research 
"For l ibraries who are going a t  t h i s  who le  
business (po l l u t i on  research) in a serious, 
method ica l  fashion, a new abstract ing 
service is a must:  Pollution Abstracts." 
-Library Journal 
April 15, 1971 
1973 calendar year subscription-$80- 
six issues with subject and  au tho r  indexes. 
Address orders and  inqu i r ies  to: 
Pollution Abstracts, Dept. S 
P.O. Box 2369 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
POSITIONS WANTED 
- - 
POSITIONS OPEN 
Science/Geology Libra r ian48  MSLS, over 70 
hrs math & sciences, 9 yrs prof experience in 
academic & all phases of special library work 
incl supervisory, aerospace infor. retrieval, map 
work, & training in computer programming. 
Resume on request. Box D-194. 
BS (Spanish/French major, library science mi- 
nor) MA in library science due '74--5 years ex- 
perience in secondary school. Desire position in 
special library. S. Staerkel, 1742 Elinor St., Ap- 
pleton, WI 5491 1. 
BS Chemistry-Minor: Physics and Biology; 
MEd; Certificate in Audiovisual Edn.; MSLS 
1970, Honors, Postgraduate course in Microfilm 
Information Systems. 3 years experience in aca- 
demic library. Seeks academic special or public 
library position in Southeast, preferably in or 
around Atlanta, Ga. Box E-197. 
POSITIONS OPEN 
Chief Librarian-Pel1 Marine Science Library. 
Candidate must have a degree from a recog- 
nized graduate library school and at least 3 
years administrative experience as a department 
head or beyond, or equivalent scientific library 
experience. Should also have a degree in one 
of the physical or natural sciences. Must be 
conversant with modern documentation tech- 
nology. Salary minimum $12,936. Send applica- 
tion with vitae and names of 3 references to Dr. 
John A. Knauss, Dean, Graduate School of 
Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, 
Kingston, R.I. 02881. We are an Equal Oppor- 
tunity Employer and members of minority 
groups are urged to apply. 
Chief Librarian-Needed for library in news- 
paper operation of 115,000 combined circulation. 
Serves southeastern Atlantic area. Newspaper li- 
brary experience and library science academic 
background required for job with good salary 
and excellent employee benefits. Send resume to 
box E-196. 
Science Reference Librarian-Science back- 
ground and experience in science library re- 
quired. Salary dependent on experience and 
recommendations (upwards from $9500). Faculty 
status. TIAAICREF. Washington State Univer- 
sity is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Send 
Resume to Dr. G. Donald Smith, Director of Li- 
braries, Washington State University, Holland 
Library, Pullman, WA 99163. 
College of Petroleum & Minerals Library, 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia-New library building 
in a new campus. Ambitious growth program. 
Positions open for: 1) Science & Engineering 
Reference Librarian, 2) Technical Services Li- 
brarian, 3) Serials Librarian, 4) Order Librarian 
and 5) Catalog Librarian. All positions require 
graduate library degrees (accredited schools) 
plus extensive experience in position applied 
for. Competitive salaries; 2 year contract, re- 
newable; housing or allowance; transportation 
to and from Dhahran each two years; 6 weeks 
vacation and other fringe benefits offered by the 
College. Apply (by AIRMAIL) to the Director 
of Library Services, College of Petroleum & 
Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. 
Data Tape/Reference Librarian-To work with 
programmer to organize and service a data 
archive in a social science library complex. 
Duties: Acquisition, cataloging, reference serv- 
ice, and control of machine readable data 
sources; general social science reference. Quali- 
fications: MLS, reference experience and back- 
ground in the social sciences, experience in 
working with machine readable data tapes. 
Salary from $10,000 depending on qualifica- 
tions. TIAA, group health and life insurance 
plans, 5 weeks vacation. Send resumes to: Pam- 
ela M. Dempsey, Assistant Librarian for Person- 
nel, Yale University Library, Box 1603A Yale 
Station, New Haven, Conn. 06520. An equal 
opportunity employer M/F.  
Catalog Librarian-Supervisor of catalog de- 
partment consisting of Catalog Section, LC 
Section, and Processing Section involving twenty 
professional and support staff. Requires gradu- 
ate degree from accredited library school plus 
at least four years professional experience in an 
academic library catalog department. Knowl- 
edge of LC classification required; familiarity 
with computer application to libraries highly 
desirable. Librarian IV level position, salary 
range $1,384 depending upon qualifications. Ap- 
ply to Gordon P. Martin, University Librarian, 
California State University, Sacramento, 6000 
Jay Street, Sacramento, Calif. 95819. 
POSITIONS OPEN THE MARKET PLACE 
Urban Affairs Librarian-To establish an  out- 
reach service to faculty and students in urban 
research. Services to include current awareness, 
reference, literature searches, topical bibliog- 
raphies, with long-term objective or providing 
bibliographic support to urban center's proj- 
ects. Venture has operating flexibility but must 
demonstrate usefulness within one year or be 
transferred to an available existing library 
function. Initial salary $10,000-$12,000. MLS; 
undergraduate major in urban studies, public 
administration, business/economics, or social sci- 
ence preferred. Reading knowledge of French 
or German. Three years of professional experi- 
ence or pertinent academic credentials with pre- 
vious faculty interaction as partial substitute. 
Send resum& to Robert Ireland, Korthwestern 
University Library, Evanston, 111. 60201. An 
equal opportunity employer. 
63 Vacancies exist now for experienced librari- 
ans-Send letter or resume requesting infor- 
mation to Library Career Consultants, your 
national, confidential employment agency. We'll 
match job qualifications to candidate's interest 
and desires. Write: John J. Donahoe, Managing 
Dir., Library Career Consultants, 60 Hazel 
Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15228. 
Department Head-MLS, reading knowledge of 
French or German, successful supervisory ex- 
perience, knowledge of library computer opera- 
tions, three years library experience, two being 
in Technical Services areas, wanted to direct 
Bibliographic Search Department with respon- 
sibilities for Pre-Order and Pre-Catalog search- 
ing and coordinating procedures to prevent 
duplication of effort. Supervisory and Adminis- 
trative responsibilities. Initial salary $10,200- 
11,200 range. Send resum6 to Robert Ireland, 
Library Personnel, Northwestern University, 
Evanston, Illinois 60201. 
Reference Librarian-Science Specialist. Will 
work with a team of reference librarians in ma- 
jor new research library building in NYC. Ap- 
plicants must have degree in biology, chemistry 
or physics plus an MLS from ALA accredited 
school. A minimum of 2 or 3 years experience in 
an  academic and/or research library required. 
Initiative, enthusiasm and ability to work with 
students and faculty both at  the undergraduate 
and graduate levels essential. Salary: $13,000. 5 
weeks vacation and the usual academic benefits. 
New York University is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer. Send resume to: Dean Eugene P. 
Kennedy, 10 Washington Place, Rm. 403, New 
York, New York 10003. 
Foreign Books and Periodicals-Specialty: Build- 
ing Collections. Albert J. Phiebig, Inc., Box 352, 
White Plains, N.Y. 10602. 
Back Issue Periodicals-Scientific, Technical, 
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want 
lists and lists of materials for sale or exchange. 
Prompt replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th 
& Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123. 
Want to Buy-Large and small collections of 
Annual Reports of U.S. corporations from 1900- 
1972. Please write indicating approximate num- 
ber, inclusive dates, condition. Will reply im- 
mediately with cash offer and shipping instruc- 
tions. Box E-198. 
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ABSTRACTS ON HEALTH EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
ABSTRACTS 
F E C T S  OF EN-  
V I R O N M E N T A L  
POLLUTANTS will be a 
welcome resource to scien- 
tists throughout the world. This new 
monthly abstract journal created 
by BioSciences Information Sew- 
ice fills the critical needs of scien- 
tists today for current information 
on environmental pollution. 
The reference material in- 
cludes: 
1. Chemicals or substances in 
the environment with empha- 
sis on their effects on human 
health. 
2. General reviews and original 
papers reporting potentially 
harmful effects of pollutants 
on humans. 
3. Studies of lower vertebrates 
used as indicators of the sub- 
stances toxic to man; and 
vertebrates and invertebrates 
as vectors in the food chain. 
4. Reports of analytical methods 
for examining biological tis- 
sues or fluids. 
POLLUTANTS 
ACTS 
TH EF- 
F E C T S  OF EN-  
I R O N M E N T A L  
w POLLUTANTS, sup-  
ported by two machine- 
readable data bases, is comprised 
of selected material from BlOSlS 
and MEDLARS. Each issue con- 
tains bibliographic information on 
about 1,000 research articles and 
includes Author, Subject, and 
CROSS Indexes in format similar 
to that used in BIOLOGICAL AB- 
STRACTS and BIORESEARCH 
INDEX. 
An annual subscription of 
twelve monthly issues is priced at 
$95. The magnetic tape service is 
available on a lease basis at $500 
per year. For more complete infor- 
mation, write or call: Professional 
Services Department, BioSciences 
Information Service, 2100 Arch 
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 191 03, 
telephone area code 215, LO 8- 
4016, ext. 244. 
45th Anniversary B l O S l S  
C> 
Education Housing& Urban 
Employment Development 
Environment Hbman & Economic 
Government Relations 
& Politics 
Health 
Law & Order 
Transportation 
Welfare & Poverty 
Allof Them! 
UPDATE, "The Urban News File". . . all new from The Urban 
Research Corporation and Bell & Howell's Micro Photo Division 
Issued monthly, UPDATE is an indexed, comprehensive microfiche collection of current articles 
(both reportorial and editorial) from more than 150 metropolitan U. S. newspapers covering 
the ten subjects listed above. A yearly subscription to all ten UPDATE topics costs only 
$875.00. And Charter Subscribers to the entire UPDATE package for $875.00 get a special 
bonus - a Bell & Howell Briefcase Reader (a $99 value) at no extra cost. Subscriptions to 
individual topics are also available. To place your order, or for complete information, fill in 
the coupon and drop i t  in the mail. UPDATE, "The Urban News File" - providing in-depth 
information monthly about the world we llve in. 
mlCRO PHOM DlVlSlOfl 
Old Mansheld Rd., Wcmter, Ohio 44691 
See al l  the new and important 
Bell & Howell products at the American 
Library Association Conference, June 
24-28, in  Las Vegas. Booths 341, 345, 
347 and 349. 
7 
BELL & HOWELL I 
MICRO PHOTO DIVISION Old Mansfield Rd., Wooster, Ohio 44691 ! 
Please enter my order foran UPDATE yearly subscrip- 
t ion beginning January, 1973. 1 
Please send me more information about UPDATE. 1 
Please have a Bell & Howell sales representative 1 
contact me. 1 
I 
